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Blackwater
Background:
Blackwater events are a natural part of the ecology of lowland river systems. During
a flood, carbon compounds are leached from leaf litter laying on the floodplain in
much the same way that tea is leached from tea leaves. The amount of carbon leached
will depend on a number of factors such as the type and age of leaf litter, the amount
of litter that has accumulated on the floodplain and whether or not the litter has been
flooded before. If floods occur more frequently, then less carbon is leached from the
litter. For a typical flood in a River Red Gum forest about 350 kg of carbon can leach
from each hectare of floodplain.
The carbon and nutrients leached from litter on the floodplain are believed to play an
important role in the functioning of river systems. Overseas studies have shown that,
in some instances, much of the production that occurs in the river channel is based on
carbon that has come from the river’s floodplain. Therefore, it is important that there
is the opportunity for flooding to occur to allow the movement of carbon from the
floodplain to the river channel. However, blackwater events can markedly change
water quality. Microbes can immediately use about one-third of the carbon leached
from the leaf litter. As the microorganisms consume the dissolved carbon they use up
oxygen in the water - often at a rate faster than the oxygen can be replenished.
Therefore, blackwater plumes often have very low levels of dissolved oxygen. The
lack of dissolved oxygen can cause the death of fish and other aquatic animals in the
plume. Native fish and other large aquatic organisms require at least 2 mg/L of
oxygen in the water to survive, but may begin to suffer at levels below 4-5 mg O2/L.
Once all the oxygen has been used, the dissolved carbon in the blackwater can be
broken down by microorganisms that use nitrogen, iron and sulfur compounds instead
of oxygen for respiration. Some of the by-products of this anaerobic respiration (eg
rotten egg gas - hydrogen sulfide) can also be toxic to aquatic organisms.
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Not all of the carbon leached from the litter can be used immediately by
microorganisms. For example, about 70% of the carbon leached from River Red
Gum leaf litter needs to be broken down before it can be used by aquatic microbes.
Sunlight plays an important role in the breakdown of these more recalcitrant carbon
fractions. The energy from sunlight, particularly ultraviolet light, breaks down the
dissolved carbon compounds into smaller, more easily utilised compounds.

If

blackwater from Red Gum litter is exposed to sunlight for long enough, almost all of
the carbon will be converted to CO2 - even in the absence of bacteria.

The

degradation of blackwater by sunlight also uses up oxygen, further depleting the
dissolved oxygen in the blackwater plume.
Because blackwater adsorbs sunlight, it heats up more quickly than less coloured
water which can lead to heat shock in susceptible species. Also, because the sunlight
light can not penetrate as far into blackwater, photosynthesis by algae and submerged
water plants can be greatly reduced.
The chemicals leached from litter can also affect the pH of the floodwater. The exact
effect will depend on the type of litter leached. If the plant material is high in free
hydroxyl groups, the pH will become more alkaline; if the plant material contains
organic acids, the water will become more acidic. Leachate from River Red Gum
litter often is acidic. Therefore, it is not uncommon for blackwater from flooded Red
Gum forests to have a pH of 5 or even lower.
Some of the compounds leached from litter can be toxic to aquatic organisms. Like
pH, the toxicity will depend on the source of the leachate. However, as blackwater
events occur naturally in our river systems, you would expect native species to be
better adapted to cope with these events than introduced species.
The project:
In the earlier part of the project we produced a computer model to predict the
likelihood of blackwater events occurring both in and downstream of BarmahMillewa Forests as a consequence of different flooding regimes. The current study
we have refined the model, calibrated it against both the limited data available for the
flood in 2000 that resulted in a significant blackwater event and a more
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comprehensive dataset available for a small flood in 2005 that also produced
blackwater. This report contains an overview of the model (this section), an updated
version of the instruction manual (Section 2), a report describing the data collection
for the 2005 flood (Section 3), a copy of a scientific manuscript that has been
submitted to Ecological Modeling for publication (Section 4) and a copy of the
updated model source code (Section 5).
The Model:
The project brief was specifically to develop a simple model that could predict the
concentration of dissolved carbon and oxygen downstream of Barmah-Millewa Forest
following a flood event. It was decided to create the model in Microsoft Excel. The
advantage of using this platform for the model was that:
•

Most people who would want to use the model are familiar with Excel

•

It reduces the requirement for users to buy any additional software

•

The programming is transparent making modifications to the model easier.

It was also decided to create a process model (that is one based on the rates at which
reactions occur) rather than an empirical model (that is one based on observed data).
This approach was necessary because there is very little data available on actual
dissolved oxygen and carbon values downstream of the forest following flooding –
certainly not anywhere near enough to account for all the possible differences
between individual flood events.
The model has the following input parameters:
Peak flow at Tocumwal: This parameter is used to estimate the maximum area of
the forest that will be flooded.
Flood duration: The number of days between floodwaters leaving the banks of the
river and the floodwaters receding back within the banks of the river.
Predominant flow pattern: Used to estimate the movement of water across the
floodplain, this parameter groups floods into free moving floods (water enters and
exits the forest throughout the duration of the flood) or pooled floods (water enters the
forest and is held there until the end of the flood).
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Date of flood onset: Should be entered by selecting the year, month and day from the
calendar to indicate the day that floodwaters leave the river channel.
End of previous flood: Indicate a date when the floodwaters left the forest at the end
of the last flood (excluding waters remaining in temporary billabongs). This data is
used to estimate leaf, bark and twig litter accumulating on the floodplain since the last
flood. If the simulation is for a managed flood that will target a particular area of the
forest, use the date of the last flooding in that area.
Size of previous flood: Estimate the % of the forest that was flooded during the
previous flood. If simulating a targeted flood, use the % of the targeted area covered
in the previous flood.
Living understorey biomass:

Estimate the amount of green understorey plants

(grasses, sedges etc) on the floodplain at the onset of flooding.
Dead understorey biomass:

Estimate the amount of dried grasses etc on the

floodplain at the time of flooding
Hydrograph: This section requires a series of numbers, to generate an estimate of
the flood hydrograph for the forest. Each number should be the number of days after
the onset of flooding that the flood in the forest reaches the specified percentage of
the peak (whole days, or decimals are acceptable).
Additional data may be required if you wish to model a flowing system, or examine
downstream effects.
The model has been updated to include options for modeling a flood with two flood
peaks, rather than just one (increasing the amount of input data for the hydrograph in
these cases). It has also been refined to improve the calculation of flood volumes for
relatively small floods, for better handling of light suppression by DOC, and with a
more complex relationship between sediment oxygen demand and time of flooding.
The model was calibrated against a limited set of real data determined in the 2000
flood and a more comprehensive data set determined during a small flood in 2005.
(Section 3 discusses in some details the results of monitoring data obtained in the
2005 event). The model accurately models the hydrograph for both the 2000 and
2005 floods and produces a good approximation of both observed dissolved oxygen
and DOC concentrations. A detailed discussion on model calibration is presented in
Section 4.
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Model Outputs
A number of scenarios have been tested using the model to explore the resource
management and ecological implications from changing the flooding regimes.
The timing of the floods has a large influence on whether or not water on the
floodplain and the downstream becomes anoxic. Simulations suggest that floods
occurring in the austral summer (December- February) have a greater tendency to
produce anoxia. Although later floods have a slightly elevated DOC (because the
heaviest leaf-litter fall occurs during the summer months), the principle driver of the
increased propensity towards anoxia is temperature. Higher temperatures result in
increased rates of microbial respiration and sediment oxygen combined with a lower
initial saturated dissolved oxygen concentration.
Although pooled floods use substantially less water than flowing floods, simulations
indicate they are also more likely to produce anoxia. If this pooled water is released
back into the river as a single pulse the downstream dissolved oxygen can reach levels
that are detrimental to aquatic organisms (particularly fish). Therefore, if pooled
floods are used and the water released back to the river, dilution flows need to be
available to minimise downstream impacts.
Development of the model has also highlighted our limited understanding of carbon
dynamics in floodplain rivers. In particular, because of lack of data we have had top
make a number of assumptions regarding:
•

Photosynthetic oxygen production on the floodplain

•

Reaeration rates on the floodplain

•

The speed with which the sediment oxygen demand converts from a flooded
soil system to an anoxic sediment system

•

Rates of DOC leaching from understorey plants

•

And the rate of degradation of twigs and bark in non-flooded conditions;

each of which needs to be verified experimentally.
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Notwithstanding the knowledge gaps identified, we feel the model should become a
useful tool for assessing the ecological consequences of changed flooding regimes
and various management options within the Barmah-Millewa Forest. In particular, it
is hoped that this model can be a valuable resource for testing scenarios relating to the
use of environmental flow allocations, and the water quality issues associated with
managed floods in a regulated river system.
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Section 2 – Software Manual
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Getting Started
A word about security
This model has been developed as a macro in Microsoft Excel 2002 to make it more
accessible to the majority of users. It is important that the security settings in your
copy of Excel are set up appropriately or the model will not function. To check the
security settings on your machine open Excel and, in the Tools drop-down menu,
click on Options. This will produce a pop-up window. Click on the Security tab.
You should have a box like that shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The Security section of Options in Excel.
Click on the Macro Security button at the lower right of the box to view your current
settings. The security should be set to Medium, as shown in Figure 2. This enables
you to accept or reject macros in individual files. High security will disable the
model, and Low security makes your system vulnerable to malicious programming.
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Figure 2: Available macro security options
When you open the modelling program, the first box that pops up will warn you that
this program contains macros and ask if you would like to enable or disable macros.
You must enable the macros for the model to run correctly. Caution should be
exercised when opening files from other sources if this message appears. Only enable
macros if you are confident that the file is safe.
Running the model
Once the model has started, it is programmed to begin asking for data to run
simulations. The first pop-up window after the introductory splash-screen asks the
users if they want to run the model. Clicking on the ‘Yes’ button will allow the
program to proceed, while the ‘No’ button exits the code and allows the user to go
straight to any spreadsheet pages of results that may have been saved from previous
simulations. Generally it is best to save previous simulations under a new file name
and to start from the original file each time- this will stop the file from becoming too
large and slow to run (you will be prompted to do this at the end of the simulations).
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The next window asks for a username. This is not a compulsory field, but it is
recommended so that the model output is properly labelled for reference at a later
date.
A number of pop-up windows (Figures 5-8) (the exact number varies, depending on
the options you choose) will appear, prompting you for information relating to the
characteristics of the flood you wish to model, some details regarding the previous
flood and information on the amount of grasses, sedges and similar understorey plants
present on the floodplain at the onset of flooding. It is necessary to include a value in
each field for these windows or the model will be unable to continue the simulation.
If you click on the ‘OK’ button without entering a value in one of these fields, the
program will redirect you to the input box.
Each simulation run will create a new spreadsheet page with both text and graphical
output. At the end of each simulation you will be asked if you want to run the model
again, enabling you to do a series of simulations, examining the effect of altering
various flood parameters. The results of previous simulations will not be overwritten
unless the sheetcounter number on the pre-existing spreadsheet page is altered. For
this reason, it is recommended that each modelling session (with its associated set of
pages), be saved under a new file name. Additional simulations can be added to the
set at a later date, but the actual modelling program will not accumulate large
numbers of additional pages under these conditions. Should you decide to stop at the
end of your simulation to examine the output, and want to re-start the model, this can
be easily done. Under the Tools drop-down menu, click on Macros, and then the Play
Macros option (the top option in the menu, indicated by a small blue triangle, as
shown in Figure 3). This will bring up a box, listing all the macros available to you.
This may vary, depending on the other files you may have open in the background, or
add-ins you have installed with Excel. To limit the list to the BLACKWATER
modules, select This Workbook from the drop-down list beside Macros In (as shown
in Figure 4). Now select Main from the list of options in the box above and click on
RUN. This should now re-start the modelling software.
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Figure 3: Finding the Macros menu.

Figure 4: Selecting from a list of macros
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Figure 5. The first input box requiring flood parameters
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Figure 6. The second input box requiring flood parameters- two options exist,
depending on whether the flood has one peak or two.

Figure 7. The third input box requiring flood parameters- this box will only appear if
you have chosen the flowing water option.
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Figure 8. The fourth input box requiring flood parameters- this one only appears if
you click on yes when asked if you want to model downstream oxygen.
Required data
Peak flow at Tocumwal: This parameter is used to estimate the maximum area of the
forest that will be flooded.
Flood duration: The number of days between floodwaters leaving the banks of the
river and the floodwaters receding back within the banks of the river.
Number of flood peaks: A flood is considered to have two peaks if the water level
falls below 50% of the height of the first peak and then rises again.
Predominant flow pattern:

Used to estimate the movement of water across the

floodplain, this parameter groups floods into free moving floods (water enters
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and exits the forest throughout the duration of the flood) or pooled floods (water
enters the forest and is held there until the end of the flood). Choose whichever
is the closest approximation to the desired flooding regime.
Date of flood onset: Should be entered by selecting the year, month and day from the
calendar to indicate the day that floodwaters leave the river channel.
End of previous flood: Indicate a date when the floodwaters left the forest at the end
of the last flood (excluding waters remaining in temporary billabongs). This
data is used to estimate leaf, bark and twig litter accumulating on the floodplain
since the last flood. If the simulation is for a managed flood that will target a
particular area of the forest, use the date of the last flooding in that area.
Size of previous flood: Estimate the % of the forest that was flooded during the
previous flood. If simulating a targeted flood, use the % of the targeted area
covered in the previous flood.
Living understorey biomass:

Estimate the amount of green understorey plants

(grasses, sedges etc) on the floodplain at the onset of flooding.
Dead understorey biomass:

Estimate the amount of dried grasses etc on the

floodplain at the time of flooding (do not include River Red Gum litter).
Hydrograph: This section requires a series of numbers, to generate an estimate of the
flood hydrograph for the forest. Each number should be the number of days
after the onset of flooding that the flood in the forest reaches the specified
percentage of the peak (whole days, or decimals are acceptable). In the case of a
flood with two peaks, the minima is the lowest value on the hydrograph between
the two peaks (not less than 10600 ML/day), and the midpoint is the value
represented by the average of the minima and the second peak.
Additional data may be required if you wish to model a flowing system, or examine
downstream effects. For flowing systems you will be asked to estimate the proportion
of the floodwaters that exit the forest each day and are replaced with new water from
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the river (Figure 7). This number is an estimate of the flushing or mixing of the
floodwaters, and should only include replacement water, not additional water that
enters as the flood is rising (the model accounts for this using the hydrograph).
The model requires two sets of data to model the downstream effects of the flood on
the dissolved oxygen: one for the River Murray and another for the Edward River
(Figure 8). These parameters are:
Date of water release: This calendar allows you to enter the date that the floodwaters
begin to re-enter the river from the floodplain. For a flowing system this date
should indicate the date that substantial draining of the floodplain begins (it is
assumed with this scenario that some mixing between the river and the
floodplain has been occurring throughout the flood).
Floodwater %: An estimate of the average proportion of the river flow that was
derived from the floodplain is required here so that the mixing of floodwater
with channel water can be calculated.
Flow velocity: An estimate of the rate of water flow in the river is required (in metres
per second). This value should indicate the water velocity downstream of the
point of floodwater entry.
Model Outputs
The output of the model is a combination of text and graphical data. The output page
for each simulation contains a summary of the input variables and calculated values
relating to litter accumulation and basic flood parameters (Figure 9). Scrolling down
from this data will reveal the graphical output (Figure 10), including the hydrograph
used in the calculations, the estimated water temperature over the period, dissolved
organic matter concentration in the water on the floodplain and dissolved oxygen in
the water on the floodplain. Any data generated for downstream oxygen modelling is
located to the right of this output. Downstream results consist of four columns of
results for each river. These columns include the date of water release (this will be
followed by NA if water was not released that day), the estimated number of days for
that water to reach its minimum oxygen concentration (this may be zero if the
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released water is already at the expected minimum concentration at the point of
release), the distance downstream of the release point that the minimum is expected to
occur, and the expected minimum oxygen concentration in that water (this may either
be at the time of release, or further downstream, as indicated by the preceding results).

Figure 9. Sample output from a flood simulation (text component).

Figure 10. Sample output from a flood simulation (graphical component).
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Section 3 – Flood Monitoring
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Monitoring of the Blackwater Event associated with the
flooding of the Barmah-Millewa Forests, February 2005.
Dr Julia Howitt,
Murray Darling Freshwater Research Centre, Wodonga

Background
Blackwater events (water high in dissolved organic matter and low in dissolved
oxygen) are a natural part of the ecology of lowland river systems. During a flood,
carbon compounds are leached from leaf litter laying on the floodplain in much the
same way that tea is leached from tea leaves. The amount of carbon leached will
depend on a number of factors such as the type and age of leaf litter, the amount of
litter that has accumulated on the floodplain and whether or not the litter has been
flooded before.
Following heavy rain in the Goulburn and Ovens catchments between the 3rd and the
5th of February, minor flooding of the Barmah-Millewa and Gunbower and
Koodrook-Perricoota Forests resulted in the production of blackwater. This water
was released into the River Murray and the Edward River (mostly from the BarmahMillewa Forest), also causing a blackwater event in the river systems. The MurrayDarling Freshwater Research Centre and DIPNR were notified of the flood event and
likely blackwater event by the Murray-Darling Basin Commission and an intensive
collaborative monitoring programme was put in place.

Blackwater was already

evident in some areas of the forest by the time monitoring was put in place (February
11).

Methods
Field sites were chosen to be upstream of the Barmah-Millewa forest, within the
forest, and then downstream on both the Murray and Edward rivers. Sites were also
chosen on the River Murray upstream and downstream of the Gunbower and
Koondrook-Perricoota Forests. In addition to the base sampling sites, additional sites
within the forest, on the Broken Creek and at Stevens Weir were added to provide
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extra information on issues that arose during the flood event. The field sites are
described in Table 1.
Table 1. Sampling sites for the February 2005 blackwater event
Site
Murray River d/s Tocumwal
Crossing at Towong Creek
(Millewa Forest)
Murray River BM1
Murray River BM2
Murray River at Picnic Point
Gulpa Creek at Mathoura
Edward River at Four Posts
Camp (upstream)
Edward River at Four Posts
Camp
Edward River at Deniliquin
Edward River at Stevens Weir
Murray River at Barmah Lake
Broken Creek at Cemetery
Bridge
Murray River at Barmah Bridge
Murray River at Moama
Murray River at Torrrumbarry
Murray River at Barham

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Code

40910089
409015

7

Northing
6032443
6037648

Easting
356298
327603

6031936
6030381
6030517
6034369

323165
321284
319340
311787

6058958

317933

8
9
10
11

409003

6066100

315500

12
13

409012
40910089
409219
409005

6012014
6000116
6019522
6053100

315812
297825
270733
239400
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Figure 1 Map of the forest system, showing sampling sites (numbers refer to sampling
sites in Table 1).
Measurements for temperature, dissolved oxygen, electrical conductivity (EC),
turbidity and pH were made in the field using both a Hydrolab Minisonde 4a and
surveyor 4 combination with a HACH 2100P turbidity meter or a Horiba U-10. These
instruments were calibrated against each other at a number of field sites. Samples
were also taken for Dissolved Organic Carbon analysis on some sampling dates.
These samples were filtered through GFC filters and then stored in acid-washed
amber glass bottles and acidified with three drops of concentrated hydrochloric acid.
These samples were returned to the laboratory and refrigerated for up to seven days
before being shipped to Sydney for analysis at the DIPNR laboratories. Samples for
absorbance and fluorescence measurements were taken directly from the river in
sterile, 30 mL plastic containers. These samples were analysed within 12 hours.
Particulate matter in the samples was allowed to settle and approximately 10 ml was
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decanted from the top of each container. Absorbance scans were conducted on each
sample (200-800 nm, 1nm step size, 1 cm path length), in a Varian Carey 1E UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer.
Samples for fluorescence measurements were acidified to a pH of 2 with HCl to
minimise binding to any metals that may have been present in the sample. The
absorbance of acidified samples was measured in 2 nm steps from 200 nm and 500
nm. Three-dimensional fluorescence scans were made on the acidified samples by
scanning the excitation wavelength from 200 nm to 400 nm in 10 nm steps, and
measuring the emission intensity every 2 nm between 200 nm and 550 nm for each
excitation wavelength. The resulting data was exported to Excel and corrected using
the absorbance data for acidified samples before it was graphed.

Fluorescence

measurements were made on a Hitachi f-4500 fluorescence spectrophotometer.

Monitoring Results and Discussion
The hydrographs of this flood event are illustrated in Figures 2-3, and show that this
was a relatively short summer flood event, lasting for approximately three weeks.
While the flood pulse itself was the result of natural heavy rainfall, the unseasonal
flooding was contributed to by the fact that the river was running at close to full-bank
level (for that part of the river) to deliver irrigation water downstream.
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Figure 2: Flows in the River Murray upstream of Barmah and in the Edward River
(Figure courtesy of MDBC).
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Figure 3: Flows in the River Murray downstream of Barmah (Figure courtesy of

MDBC).
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Temperature:
The water temperatures were within the range expected for the time of year, with a
couple of sites warmer than the others (Figure 4). The measurement for the Barmah
Lake site was in relatively shallow water, with low flow and high DOC content, so
warmer water is expected at this site. Measurements were not started at the Stevens
Weir site until blackwater had been observed. These data were plotted against the
data recorded for the Murray at Barmah, and the equation fitted to that dataset for use
in the BLACKWATER model, and they fell within the existing scatter for the time of
year.
Electrical Conductivity:
The electrical conductivity (Figure 5) gradually increased downstream, as would
normally be expected, and was also higher in the Gulpa Creek and Broken Creek. All
the electrical conductivity values were within acceptable levels for lowland rivers
(ANZECC, 2000). The blackwater event did not noticeably influence the electrical
conductivity of the floodwater. Similarly, the turbidity values were all generally low,
but notably higher in the Broken Creek (Figure 6). The blackwater event in the
broken creek was not derived from organic matter from the Barmah forest (but
contributed blackwater to the Murray just downstream of Barmah Lake). It is not
possible to know what effect the blackwater in the Broken Creek had on the turbidity
levels, as we have only one measurement at that site.
pH:
The pH of the floodwater did not fall to the notably acidic levels that can be
associated with blackwater events (Figure 7), but a drop was observed at forest sites
and immediately downstream. Leachates from leaf litter are mildly acidic, producing
the reduction in pH, but the acidic components are susceptible to both biological and
photochemical degradation, so the pH gradually increases as the organic matter is
degraded, and also due to dilution with water from the main channel.
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Figure 4. Temperatures measured at sampling sites
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Figure 5 Electrical Conductivity at sampling sites.
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Figure 6 Turbidity at sampling sites.
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Figure 7. Changing pH over time during the blackwater event
Decreases in dissolved oxygen were observed at a number of sites. The main channel
of the Murray remained relatively unaffected by the blackwater event as far as Picnic
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Point (Figure 8). Gradual declines in dissolved oxygen occurred at both Picnic Point
and at Tocumwal, suggesting that this was independent of the forest. The three river
channel sites measured on February 17 had oxygen levels virtually indistinguishable
from each other (Murray BM1 and @ and the Picnic Point site). In contrast, the
Towrong Creek site (a flood runner in the Millewa Forest) already had lowered
dissolved oxygen concentrations by the time monitoring had been initiated. The
oxygen concentration at this site exhibits a rapid decline to levels that would be
harmful to fish, and a gradual increase towards the end of the flood period. The
increase may be due to one or a combination of two effects:

either the most

bioavailable of the dissolved organic material had been consumed and the rate of
microbial metabolism had begun to slow, or some additional fresh water had diluted
the system slightly. Given the hydrograph in Figure 3, it is unlikely that a flushing
flow was responsible unless manipulation of regulators had altered flow patterns at
the tail end of the flood.
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Figure 8. Dissolved oxygen levels in the Murray channel upstream and within the
forest, and in the Millewa Forest.
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Figure 9 Dissolved oxygen levels in the Edward River.
The dissolved oxygen levels in the Edward River (Figure 9) were noticeably affected
by the blackwater event. This is expected, as after February 13, up to 60% of the flow
in this river is derived from floodwater that had passed through the forest, rather than
the main channel. The proportion of forest water in the river peaks on February 19,
and after this time the oxygen levels begin to rise (due to dilution of the floodwater
with the comparatively well-oxygenated channel water as the flood progresses).
Blackwater was noticeable downstream as far as Stevens Weir (measurements were
made upstream of the weir pool). The rapid increase in dissolved oxygen at this site
is likely to be due to a combination of diluting flows, increased turbulence as the
water passes along the river channel, and depletion of highly bioavailable organic
material. The Four Posts Upstream site was a few hundred metres upstream of the
point where the Bullatale Creek enters the Edward River, and was contrasted with the
site downstream of this point to see if the Creek was having a noticeable impact on
the river (blackwater had been observed within the creek, but no data is available).
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Figure 10 Dissolved oxygen in the River Murray downstream of the forest, and in the
Broken Creek.
The dissolved oxygen levels measured at the edge of the Barmah Lake (from the
carpark at the camping area just upstream of the Kingfisher cruises) were very low,
indicating the effect of floodwater draining out of the forest and into the lake. The
measurements were taken near the edge, where gentle flow was observed, but well
away from the main river channel. Even in the relatively shallow water (~50 cm) the
rate of reaeration was unable to keep up with the oxygen demand. This oxygen
demand will be predominantly created by biological and photochemical degradation
of the organic matter, as both fresh Eucalyptus camaldulensis litter and organic matter
from wetlands are known to be susceptible to photochemical reactions and bacterial
degradation (Howitt, 2003; Howitt et al., 2004). Similarly, the water flowing into the
Murray downstream of this point, from Broken Creek had very low dissolved oxygen.
Blackwater was evident at Barmah township, but mixing with the cleaner water from
the main channel had elevated the dissolved oxygen considerably. Downstream of
this point, while the dissolved oxygen levels were below saturation, they were not
sufficiently low to cause adverse effects, and gradually increased after February 16.
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Figure 11. Dissolved organic matter at sites upstream of the forest, in the Millewa
forest and in the Edward River.
The dissolved organic carbon concentrations were elevated at all sites, including at
Tocumwal, upstream of the forest. Sampling for DOC did not commence until late in
the event due to difficulties associated with obtaining appropriate sample bottles, so it
is possible that the high concentrations measured at the Four Posts Camp were also
present at Towrong Creek earlier in the event, and degradation and dilution had begun
by the time of the first sampling. The first DOC measurement at this site corresponds
to the lowest point on the dissolved oxygen curve in Figure 9. The lower DOC value
at the Four Post camp on February 21 reflects the decreased proportion of the river
flow coming from the forest. Elevated organic carbon was also recorded in the
Murray downstream of the forest (Figure 12), but not to the same extent observed in
the Edward River. This is despite the very high organic matter water entering the
river from the Broken Creek and Barmah Lake, and reflects the higher proportion of
relatively clean water from the main channel that diluted the affected forest runoff.
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Figure 12 Dissolved organic matter in the Barmah Forest, Broken Creek and the
Murray downstream of the forest.
Absorbance scans (Figure 13) of selected sites indicated that the light-absorbing
properties of the organic matter were quite similar, but that major differences existed
between the amount of light absorbed at various sites, implying differences in either
the concentration or the precise mixture of the dissolved organic matter.

The

differences are roughly what would be expected, based on the concentration of
dissolved oxygen at each site- the most blackwater affected sites have the highest
absorbances. Figures 14-16 show the variable relationship between light absorbance
at various wavelengths and dissolved organic carbon content for this flood. Figure 14
illustrates the reasonably linear relationship between absorbance of ultraviolet light
(200-350 nm) and DOC. This is expected and has been documented in the past
(Baldwin, 1999; O'Connell et al., 2000).

The relationship does not hold for

wavelengths longer than 350 nm. Figures 17-21 highlight the differences in water
colour at the sampling sites.
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Figure 13 Absorbance scans of water at a selection of sampling sites on 17/2/05
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Figure 14 The relationship between absorbance in the ultraviolet region and dissolved
organic carbon.
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Figure 17 Blackwater observed in the Edward River at the Four Posts Reserve
looking upstream (top left), downstream (top right) and showing close-up images of
water colour (bottom).

Figure 18 Murray River at Picnic Point
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Figure 19 Floodwaters at Barmah Lake

Figure 20 Murray River at Barmah Bridge
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Figure 21 Broken Creek at Cemetery Bridge
The 3-D fluorescence spectra of a sample of dissolved organic matter gives
information on the average molecular properties of the component molecules, as a
large number of compounds are present and all fluorescing materials will contribute to
the measured spectrum. Changes to the peak positions can give an indication to
changes to major components of the dissolved organic matter, for example, changes to
the excitation spectrum indicate changes to the absorption of light by the organic
matter. Three-dimensional fluorescence scans of the floodwaters taken on February
17 indicate that the water was heavily influenced by humic and fulvic materials, and
exhibited a signature similar to that of aged billabong water (Howitt, 2003). In each
of the spectra the fluorescence is very low in the region with Emission of 300-350 nm
and Excitation of 250-280. This region is the primary area of fluorescence produced
by fresh leachates of dried River Red Gum leaves, and has also been found to increase
during photochemical degradation of the humic and fulvic materials in billabong
water (Howitt, 2003). Its absence in these samples indicates that substantial bacterial
modification of the dissolved organic matter has taken place over the course of the
flood (less than two weeks at this point). In addition, the sample from Picnic Point
has a fluorescence signature more similar to photodegraded billabong organic matter
than the other samples (with the absence of the peak mentioned above). This may
40

suggest that the organic matter in the main channel has been more degraded and
depleted of organic matter than at the other sites, and is possibly derived from further
upstream, with less fresh inputs directly from the forest or that the dominant carbon
source is not Red Gum leaf litter.
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Figure 22 Fluorescence spectrum from the Four Posts Reserve
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Figure 23 Fluorescence spectrum from Picnic Point
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Figure 24 Fluorescence spectrum of water sample from Barmah Lake (diluted
sample).
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Figure 25 Fluorescence spectrum of water from Broken Creek (diluted sample)

Conclusions
The short summer flood of February 2005 resulted in a noticeable blackwater event,
with severe oxygen depletion in some parts of the forest. No fish kills or other
adverse environmental effects were reported as a result of this event- most likely
because it was of short duration, and although oxygen levels in the rivers downstream
of the forest were decreased, the dissolved oxygen was still tolerable for fish in
enough areas for them to avoid problem areas. In addition, the pH did not fall to
levels thought to be problematic to fish (Gehrke et al., 1993). The monitoring results
derived from this event will be used to improve the calibration and testing of the
BLACKWATER model, and this work will be reported elsewhere.
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Abstract
The BLACKWATER model was developed to predict adverse water quality
associated with flooding of the Barmah-Millewa Forests on the River Murray.
Specifically, the model examines the likelihood and severity of blackwater eventshigh dissolved organic carbon associated with low dissolved oxygen. The BarmahMillewa forests are dominated by an overstorey of River Red Gum (Eucalyptus
camaldulensis) and the litter from these trees contributes a substantial proportion of
the pulse of dissolved organic matter released from the floodplain during flooding.
This model examines rates of litter accumulation and decay on the floodplain (prior to
and during flooding), rates of carbon leaching, microbial degradation, oxygen
consumption, reaeration processes and the effects of flow on the concentrations of
dissolved organic carbon and dissolved oxygen in the water column (both on the
floodplain and in the river channel downstream). The model has been calibrated with
data from two blackwater events that have taken place in these forests within the last
five years. Scenario testing with the model highlights the particularly important roles
of flow and temperature in the development of anoxia. Pooled floods and those in the
warmest months of the year are substantially more likely to result in blackwater
events than floods in cooler times of the year involving with more water exchange
between the river channel and the floodplain.

Keywords
Water quality, Dissolved oxygen, Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Barmah-Millewa Forest,
Dissolved organic matter, River Murray.
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Introduction
Blackwater events are a natural part of the ecology of Australian lowland river
systems, and events have been reported that predate the regulation of the rivers, for
example, the Riverine Herald (a local newspaper) reported a rise and fall of the River
Murray at Echuca in May 1866, and notes that the water was almost black. It was
also noted that dark water colour was often found in the Goulburn River (which enters
the Murray upstream of that point). While the term ‘blackwater’ is used for a number
of varying processes, in this paper we use the phrase throughout to refer to events
leading to high levels of dissolved organic carbon and reduced levels of dissolved
oxygen in the water column (either on the floodplain or in the river channel). The
amount of carbon leached from the floodplain during flooding will depend on a
number of factors such as the type and age of terrestrial plant litter, the amount of
litter that has accumulated on the floodplain and whether or not the litter has
previously been flooded. If floods occur more frequently, then less carbon will be
leached from the litter on each occasion.

The carbon and nutrients leached from litter on the floodplain are believed to play an
important role in the functioning of river systems and in some instances, much of the
production that occurs in the river channel is based on carbon that has come from the
river’s floodplain (Junk et al., 1989). Therefore, it is important that there is the
opportunity for flooding to occur to allow the movement of carbon from the
floodplain to the river channel. However, blackwater events can markedly change
water quality. Microbes can immediately use about one-third of the carbon leached
from the leaf litter (Baldwin, 1999). As the microorganisms consume the dissolved
carbon they use oxygen from the water - often at a rate faster than the oxygen is
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replenished. Therefore, plumes with high dissolved carbon often have very low levels
of dissolved oxygen. The lack of dissolved oxygen can cause the death of fish and
other aquatic animals in the plume. Australian native fish and other large aquatic
organisms generally require at least 2 mg/L of oxygen in the water to survive, but may
begin to suffer at higher levels (Gehrke, 1988). In addition, some of the by-products
of the resulting anaerobic respiration (eg hydrogen sulfide) can also be toxic to
aquatic organisms (Murphy et al., 1999).

Not all of the carbon leached from plant litter can be used immediately by
microorganisms. For example, about 70% of the carbon leached from River Red
Gum leaf litter needs to be broken down before it can be used by aquatic microbes
(Baldwin, 1999). Sunlight plays an important role in the breakdown of these more
recalcitrant carbon fractions. The energy from sunlight, particularly ultraviolet light,
breaks down the dissolved carbon compounds into smaller, more easily utilised
compounds. If blackwater from River Red Gum litter is exposed to sunlight for long
enough, almost all of the carbon will be converted to CO2 - even in the absence of
bacteria. The degradation of blackwater by sunlight also uses up oxygen, further
depleting the dissolved oxygen in the blackwater plume (Howitt et al., 2004).
Because blackwater adsorbs sunlight, it heats up more quickly than less coloured
water which can lead to heat shock in susceptible species. Also, because the sunlight
light can not penetrate as far into blackwater, photosynthesis by algae and submerged
water plants can be greatly reduced.

Some of the compounds leached from litter can be toxic to aquatic organisms. The
toxicity will depend on the source of the leachate. However, as blackwater events
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occur naturally in our river systems, it is reasonable to expect that native species are
better adapted to cope with these events than introduced species.

The River Murray is a heavily regulated river in south eastern Australia (forming the
border between New South Wales and Victoria) and is used to supply drinking and
irrigation water to downstream users. The flows in this river have been altered since
the introduction of locks and weirs to facilitate river traffic and store water. Most
notably, the pattern of flows in the Murray have been strongly affected by the creation
of the Hume Weir (1934) and more recently, Dartmouth Dam (1980) (Chesterfield,
1986). These structures have served to store water for summer irrigation, and have
also been used for flood mitigation. As a result, the timing and frequency of flooding
in the Barmah-Millewa forests, in the mid-Murray region have been substantially
altered, with a reduction in large winter/spring flooding and an increase in unseasonal
summer flooding (Chesterfield, 1986). Actions are being taken to address the
environmental impact of these changes, including the installation of regulators (some
as early as 1939) to reduce the number of small summer floods, and an allocation of
environmental water to induce or extend flooding in the forest (Barmah-Millewa
Forum, 2000). The environmental water allocation is 100 gigalitres per year and for
the purposes of the use of this water, the forests are managed as a single entity. In the
spring and summer of 2000 the environmental water allocation was used in
association with two natural floods in order to slow the recession of both floods
(Barmah-Millewa Forum, 2001).

Flooding of the Barmah-Millewa Forest in 2000 resulted in ‘blackwater’ entering into
the Edward and Murray Rivers, resulting in a significant degradation of water quality
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leading to fish and crustacean kills (Baldwin et al., 2001). Underlying factors leading
to the event were not known. The aim of the current project was to identify and
quantify the processes responsible for blackwater events and subsequent water quality
degradation (principally a decrease in dissolved oxygen in the rivers). Using this
information, a simple predictive computer model for the likelihood and impact of a
blackwater event downstream of the forest following a flood was created. This model
links time since last flood, time of flood and size and duration of flood to the export
and breakdown of carbon from the floodplain and subsequent decrease in dissolved
oxygen at a given point down stream of the forest and can be used to optimize the
timing and duration of environmental water allocations to limit the effects of the flood
on the water quality downstream of the forest.

Area Description
This model was developed as a process model for lowland river forests, particularly
River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) forests. Design and testing of the initial
phase of the model has been specific to the Barmah-Millewa forest, with the intention
of later generalising the model to other lowland rivers.

The Barmah-Millewa forest is the largest River Red Gum forest in the world,
covering an area of approximately 60 000 hectares (Barmah-Millewa Forum, 2000).
The forest grows on the floodplain of the River Murray, in the region surrounding the
point where the Edward River anabranch separates from the Murray between Echuca,
Deniliquin and Tocumwal (see Figure 1). The Barmah forest is located in Victoria
and the Millewa group of forests is located in NSW. In addition to the River Red
Gum, the forest contains swamps and marshes, rushlands, grasslands, lakes,
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billabongs (oxbow lakes), streams and patches of forest dominated by other eucalypt
species (Chesterfield et al., 1984; Chesterfield, 1986).

The flooding of the Barmah-Millewa forest is coming under increasing scrutiny as the
effects of the use of River Murray Water on the ecology of the river and its floodplain
are examined. The Barmah-Millewa forest is located downstream of the Hume Weir
and Yarrawonga Weir and, as a result, the natural pattern of forest flooding has been
disrupted. The forest now experiences a decrease in winter and spring flooding, and
more late-spring/summer flooding. Several cases of blackwater events have been
reported associated with summer flooding in the forest (these vary from major events
to localised areas of blackwater in the forest) (McKinnon, 1997; Glazebrook &
Robertson, 1999; Barmah-Millewa-Forum, 2001; Robertson et al., 2001).

Methods and Model Development
Model Structure
This model is designed to allow managers to examine the effects of a variety of flood
management options on the likelihood and impact of blackwater events during the
flooding of a River Red Gum forest. To this end, the model has been designed to
allow as many of the variables as possible to be input by the user with each run. This
model has been developed using the Visual Basic for Applications programming
language and runs as a macro in Microsoft® Excel 2002. Entering flood variables has
been simplified for the user through the use of customised input forms (which appear
as pop-up boxes as the model executes). The data required for each simulation can
vary depending upon the flood conditions chosen, and are summarised in Table 1. In
addition to the variables listed in the table, the user is also asked to approximate the
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shape of the hydrograph by specifying the number of days after flood onset that the
flood height reaches key heights. For a single-peak flood, these key points are when
the flood rises to 50%, 75% and 100% of the peak, and then falls to 75%, 50% and
40% of the peak height. In the case of a flood with two major peaks (where the water
falls below 50% of the peak height and then rises again), more data is required. The
user is asked for the flow (in ML/day) that represents the first peak, the minima
between the peaks and the second peak. In addition, the following data is required:
the number of days after flood onset until the flood rises to 50%, 75% and 100% of
peak 1, falls to 75% and 50% of peak 1, falls to the minima, rises to the midpoint
between the minima and peak 2, rises to peak 2 and falls to 75%, 50% and 40% of
peak 2.
The area of Barmah Forest that is flooded has been related to the peak flood height at
Tocumwal (upstream of the forest) using the following relationship (Bren et al.,
1987):
P = -435.40 + 47.60 × ln(F)

F < 68 500 ML day-1

(1a)

P = 93.5

F ≥ 68 500 ML day-1

(1b)

Where P is the percentage of the forest flooded and F is the peak flow in the River
Murray at Tocumwal. For the purposes of this model it has been assumed that this
relationship holds for the Barmah-Millewa forests, and the flooded area is calculated
as a percentage of the total area, 69 649 ha (Maunsell Pty Ltd, 1992).

A hydrograph curve is generated to allow the area flooded to be calculated for each
day (estimated by substituting the calculated flow into Equation 1). The hydrograph
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points (those specified above plus the zero time and the time to the end of the flood)
are linked by a set of cubic spline equations of the form:
Yi = Ai(x-xi)3 + Bi(x-xi)2 + Ci(x-xi) + Di

(2)

Where Y is the flood height (the pre-determined fractions of the peak), i has values
from 0 to 7 for a flood with a single peak and 0 to 12 for a double peak, the set of Ai –
Di are constants, x is the number of days since the flood onset and xi is the x value of
the specified hydrograph point immediately before x. The equations are solved by
imposing the boundary conditions that the second derivative (Y”) be zero at the ends
of the range (i.e. Y0”(x0) = Y6”(x7) = 0 or Y0”(x0) = Y11”(x12) = 0). Additionally, the
function needs to be continuous, so at each of the interior hydrograph points, the value
of Y, Y’ and Y” must be equal for the two cubic equations that meet at that point. At
all of the specified hydrograph points (x0-x7 or x0-x12) the function is forced through
the given flood height (i.e. the function is an approximation of flood height at all other
x values but exact at the specified points). These conditions allow the equations to be
solved for D (by substitution), B (using matrix functions to solve for the B values
simultaneously), and then for C and A by substitution. The hydrograph is limited to a
minimum value of 10600 ML/day to prevent any extremely small or negative flooded
areas being calculated. This is the capacity of the River Murray at the Barmah Choke
(a narrow point within the forest).

The temperature of the floodwater is estimated using Equation 3:
T = 17.2388 + 7.8574 sin(2πd/362.978)

(3)

Where d is the number of days since the start of the year and T is the temperature
(oC). This relationship was derived using the available water quality data for the
River Murray at Barmah (December 1976 to July 1990) from the Victorian Water
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Resources Data Warehouse (http://www.vicwaterdata.net/vicwaterdata/home.aspx).
This data is illustrated in Figure 2, and recent and published data (Souter, 1996) for
temperatures collected in the river and on the floodplain during a flooding event are
included for comparison.

An important factor in the creation of a blackwater event is the amount of available
organic matter to provide a source of bioavailable dissolved organic matter (DOM).
This model allows the user to approximate the amount of live and dead understorey
organic matter (grasses, sedges etc) so that the effects of stock grazing on the
floodplain can be examined. As the Barmah-Millewa Forest is dominated by
Eucalyptus camaldulensis, and the small areas of box and pine species are in the areas
least likely to be flooded, this model approximates all leaf, bark and twig litter to be
River Red Gum litter. Branches and other large woody debris are not considered to
be important in the timescale of an individual flood for the purposes of oxygen
consumption. In order to simplify the model it is assumed that no readily degradable
litter remains on the flooded portion of the floodplain at the end of the previous flood.
For any flooded area that was not inundated during the previous flood, one year is
added to the litter accumulation period. Rate constants for litter accumulation and
degradation on the floodplain are divided into four sets: summer (DecemberFebruary), autumn (March-May), winter (June-August) and spring (SeptemberNovember). Rate constants are summarised in Table 2. Accumulation constants
(Leaf Acc, Bark Acc and Twig Acc) are based on daily litterfall in the Gulpa State
Forest (part of the Millewa group of forests) in kg/ha (Glazebrook, 1995; Glazebrook
& Robertson, 1999). The other constants listed in Table 2 are related to the equation
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for modelling litter degradation on the unflooded floodplain (Glazebrook, 1995;
Glazebrook & Robertson, 1999):
DWt/DW0 = Ae-(kf)t + (1-A)e-(ks)t

(4)

Where DWt/DW0 is the proportion of the initial dry weight of litter (leaf, bark and
twig are calculated separately) remaining at time t, kf and ks are the decay constants
and A is the relatively labile proportion of the litter while (1-A) represents the
refractory fraction of the litter. For these constants, decay of bark and twigs on the
floodplain was approximated as 10% of the rate for leaf litter, due to the absence of
measured data.

The balance of litter accumulation and decay is calculated in daily steps. Each day of
litterfall is divided into entries in two arrays, representing A and (1-A), starting with
the date immediately after the end of the previous flood. Constants are chosen
according to the season. For each successive day another entry is added to the array
and each previous entry is multiplied by e-(kf) or e-(ks) as appropriate. The entries are
added together when the date reaches the onset of the flood to be modelled to give an
estimate of the litter accumulated on the floodplain. The calculations are repeated for
the portion of the floodplain not flooded in the previous event, but beginning a year
before the end of the previous flood. The drop of leaf, bark and twig litter is also
calculated throughout the modelled flood, to estimate the addition of material directly
to the floodwaters. For these calculations, only the area actually flooded is considered
during any given day-step. The degradation equations are not applied to these litter
additions as it is assumed that leaching of organic matter is the dominant degradation
step, and this is considered in the organic matter calculations for the pooled or
flowing system (Baldwin, 1999).
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The determination of dissolved organic matter in floodwater varies slightly depending
upon whether the user chooses to model a pooled or flowing flood system.

Pooled Flooding
This model assumes that the flood is a managed event: water enters the floodplain
according to the hydrograph, but is held at its peak level for most of the remaining
duration of the flood, then released back into the river system. In the case of a
hydrograph with two peaks, it is held at the level of the second peak. Each day the
flooded area is calculated as described above and the new area flooded calculated by
subtracting the previous flooded area. The new flooded area is used to calculate the
amount of litter newly flooded that day, which is added to the previously flooded litter
total and the litterfall for the day. The calculation of newly flooded litter depends on
a number of conditions: The first 10% of the forest is subject to a 30% litter loading
compared to the floodplain inundated in the previous flood. This is to account for the
observation that the litter load in the floodrunners and depressions is heavier due to
wind deposition (Glazebrook, 1995; Glazebrook & Robertson, 1999). Above this
point the litter addition will be calculated using either the litter load value for
previously flooded or unflooded floodplain, depending up whether the total inundated
area on that day exceeds the size of the previous flood event. Calculation of newly
inundated understorey biomass for each day is a simple multiplication of newly
flooded area by the user-defined biomass density. Cumulative litter totals for leaf,
bark, twig and live and dead understorey litter inundated are also calculated daily.
Once the flood has reached its maximum, litter addition is limited to daily litterfall.
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The floodwater volume is estimated on each day by assuming an average floodwater
depth of 60 cm and multiplying by the calculated flooded area. For simplicity, it is
assumed that new water entering the floodplain has a negligible DOC concentration
and that the dissolved oxygen is saturated.

The saturated oxygen concentration is calculated as:
Saturated O2 = 13.41 e(-0.01905 T) mg L-1

(5)

The DOC leaching is calculated daily and a cumulative DOC value is obtained.
Leaching of DOC from River Red Gum litter can be described by a first order rate
equation of the form (O'Connell et al., 2000):
DOC = m(1-e-bt)

(6)

Where DOC has units of mg of C per gram of dry material (DM), m is the maximum
amount of DOC released (mg C gDM-1), t is the time in seconds and b is the first
order rate constant (s-1). The values of m for leaves, twigs and bark are 65, 10 and 10
mg C gDM-1, respectively, while the b values are 1 x 10-5, 9 x 10-5 and 2 x 10-6 s-1
respectively (O'Connell et al., 2000). It was not possible to obtain specific leaching
rates for the grass species found in the Barmah forest, but the rate of leaching was
approximated from rates of grass decay in New Zealand streams (Young et al., 1994).
That study examined mass loss, and for the purposes of this model we have assumed
that 10% of the mass loss is DOC leaching. We have used the upper range of the rate
for live grasses and the lower range for dead grasses, and halved the expected
maximum DOC for the dead grass, to obtain m values of 80 and 40 mg C g DW-1 and b
values of 5 x 10-3 and 2 x 10-3 day-1 for live grass and dead grass, respectively. The b
values are corrected for temperature differences with a multiplier of 1.05(T-20)
(Jørgensen & Bendoricchio, 2001). Each of the DOC leaching equations is applied to
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a daily litter entry in an array to calculate a cumulative total leached DOC value for
each day of the flood. This is corrected for DOC consumed by bacterial metabolism,
calculated as 1% of the total DOC per day (O'Connell et al., 2000), times a multiplier
of 1.05(T-20) (Jørgensen & Bendoricchio, 2001). The DOC value is converted to a
concentration in mg/L by dividing by the floodwater volume.

The consumption of oxygen by bacterial metabolism is approximated as one mole of
O2 consumed for each mole of C consumed. Soil oxygen demand (mg O2 day-1) for
the first six weeks of flooding is calculated from:
soilO2 = 148162(1 - Exp(-0.093 × 2(T-20) x t)) × total area flooded

(7)

Where soilO2 is the soil oxygen demand (mg O2 day-1), T is the temperature (oC) and t
is the number of days since the flood onset. This equation is based on data describing
the production of CO2/kg of flooded soil (Jessica MacGregor, MDFRC-unpublished
data) and has been converted assuming:
•

One mole of CO2 produced has consumed one mole of O2

•

That the soil has a density of 2 g/cm3

•

That the reactive soil is the top 1cm of the floodplain.

After six weeks, the modelling of soil oxygen demand continues with equation seven
if the value has not yet approached the plateau (is less than (148000 x total area) mg
O2 day-1). Once this limit has been exceeded, a new equation (Equation 8) is used to
represent a gradual change from a soil oxygen demand representative of flooded soil,
to one reported for anoxic sediments in a wetland (Boon & Mitchell, 1995). The rate
of change was chosen so that at a constant 20 oC, the rate will have achieved 95% of
the maximum sediment oxygen demand after six months of flooding.
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soilO2 = (148162 + 9984000(1 - Exp(-0.01664 × 2(T-20) x t))) × total area flooded (8)

Daily reaeration is calculated as:
R = kR (saturated [O2] – previous day [O2])

(9)

Where the reaeration coefficient kR has a value of 0.01 day-1, estimated from a lake
reaeration coefficient (Gächter & Imboden, 1985). R and the [O2] values are in units
of mg L-1.

Primary production in the floodwaters has been estimated from values measured in
the River Murray in the Barmah-Millewa Forest, during non-flood periods. The value
used in this model 0.43 mgO2 L-1 day-1 is the lower end of the range measured in the
river channel (Rod Oliver and Chester Merrick, MDFRC- Pers. Com.). The low end
of the range was used as photosynthesis on the floodplain is expected to be lower than
the river channel due to additional shading by the forest canopy. The primary
production values were further adjusted using the following criteria:
If 0 < DOCday < 3 then primary production is unchanged;
If 3 < DOCday < 5 then primary production is 75% of maximum;
If 5 < DOCday < 8 then primary production is 50% of maximum;
If 8 < DOCday < 20 then primary production is 25% of maximum;
If 20 < DOCday then primary production is 10% of maximum.
DOCday is the calculated concentration of dissolved organic matter on the floodplain
on the day in question (mg C L-1). These criteria are a simple first-approximation of
the effect of increasing concentrations of dissolved organic matter on the penetration
of light into the floodwaters. The relationship between absorbance in the ultraviolet
and blue region and DOC derived from River Red Gum litter is linear (O'Connell et
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al., 2000), and the relationship between light penetration and photosynthesis is
expected to be linear in the absence of other limiting factors (Young & Huryn, 1996).
For the purposes of this model, it is estimated that for DOC greater than 20 mg C L-1
the water colour will be sufficient to suppress 90% of the clear water photosynthesis,
and the limits have been chosen to give an approximately linear response up to
10mg/L and then plateau.

Total oxygen in the floodwaters is calculated as the previous total oxygen plus the
primary production multiplied by the total area, plus the reaeration multiplied by the
flood volume, plus oxygen introduced with new floodwater, minus the soil oxygen
demand and respiration. This is converted to a concentration by dividing by the
amount of water in the forest. The value is set to zero if a negative number is
generated.

Flowing Floodwater
The floodplain modelling for a flowing system is substantially the same as for the
pooled system, with the following adjustments:
•

A proportion of the water on the floodplain (expressed as a percentage) is
exchanged with the river each day, this results in additional terms being added
to the equations dealing with DOC and O2 concentrations. In addition to the
bacterial consumption, the total DOC each day is reduced by the percentage
(as water is exported and replaced with low DOC water). Similarly, the
oxygen calculations take into account the amount of oxygen exported with
floodwater and imported with new river water.
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•

Once the flood has passed its peak, it is assumed that the floodwaters are
lowered corresponding to the calculated hydrograph, so both oxygen and DOC
are exported from the floodplain with the floodwater that is re-entering the
river.

•

The reaeration coefficient, kR has a value of 0.1 day-1

Downstream Oxygen Modelling
Oxygen is modelled in both the River Murray and the Edward River downstream of
the forest. The downstream modelling is based on pre-existing models (Streeter &
Phelps, 1925; Jørgensen & Bendoricchio, 2001) and assumed that the key processes
are reaeration and degradation of the organic matter (BOD) that enters each river with
the floodwaters. Primary production is not considered in these equations. Given the
depth and dark colour of forest floodwaters once they re-enter the river channel, the
error associated with neglecting primary production is likely to be small.

The concentration of organic matter and dissolved oxygen in each river, at the point
of mixing is calculated from the floodplain values for that day, and adjusted with a
user-defined percentage that reflects the proportion of the river water that has been on
the floodplain (as opposed to water that has travelled down the river channel and
bypassed the floodplain). As a result, the dissolved oxygen concentration becomes:
O2 River = (RiverP / 100 × O2 Floodplain) + ((1 - RiverP / 100) × O2 Saturated)

(10)

Where O2 River is the oxygen concentration in the river immediately downstream of the
point of mixing on the day in question (mg L-1), RiverP is the percentage of the
riverwater that was derived from the floodplain, O2 Floodplain is the oxygen
concentration on the floodplain on that day (mg L-1), and O2 Saturated is the calculated
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saturation value for oxygen (assuming that the river water upstream of the point of
mixing is saturated). Similarly, the dissolved organic carbon concentration is
converted to a biological oxygen demand in the river using:
L0 = (DOCday/ 12.01 × 32) × RiverP / 100

(11)

Where L0 is the biological oxygen demand (mg O2 L-1), DOCday is the concentration
of organic matter on the floodplain on that day (mg C L-1) and it is assumed that
consumption of one mole of C consumes one mole of O2.
The time taken from the point of release to the oxygen minimum (tc) is calculated
from:
tc =

k
1
× ln R
k R − k1
 k1

 D0 ( k R − k 1 )  
1 −
 

L0 k1



(12)

Where k1 is the rate of degradation (0.01 × 1.05(T-20) day-1), kR has a value of 0.61 d-1
(Chester Merrick and Rod Oliver (MDFRC)-pers. com.), and D0 is the difference (in
mg O L-1) between the saturated oxygen concentration and the O2 River value. In the
instances where the value inside the brackets in Equation 12 is less than one (giving a
negative or invalid logarithm), tc is set to 0, implying that the oxygen concentration is
at its minimum at the point of mixing. The distance downstream of the point of
mixing that the minimum occurs is calculated by multiplying the tc value (converted
to seconds) by the velocity of the water.

The concentration at the minimum is calculated by determining D, the difference
between the concentration and the saturated value.

D=

k1 L0
⋅ ( Exp(− k1t c ) − Exp(− k R t c )) + D0 Exp(−k R t c )
k R − k1

(13)
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Flood Data Collection
Following heavy rain in the Ovens catchment between the 3rd and the 5th of February
2005, minor flooding of the Barmah-Millewa forests resulted in the production of
blackwater. The Murray-Darling Freshwater Research Centre and NSW Department
of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources were notified of the flood event and
likely blackwater event by the Murray-Darling Basin Commission and an intensive
collaborative monitoring programme was put in place. Blackwater was already
evident in some areas of the forest by the time monitoring was put in place (February
11).

Measurements for temperature, and dissolved oxygen were made in the field using
both a Hydrolab Minisonde 4a and surveyor 4 combination or a Horiba U-10. These
instruments were calibrated against each other at a number of field sites. Samples
were also taken for Dissolved Organic Carbon analysis on some sampling dates.
These samples were filtered through GFC filters and then stored in acid-washed
amber glass bottles and acidified with three drops of concentrated hydrochloric acid.
These samples were returned to the laboratory and refrigerated for up to seven days
before being shipped to Sydney for analysis at the DIPNR laboratories. Samples for
absorbance measurements were taken directly from the river in sterile, 30 mL plastic
containers. These samples were analysed within 12 hours. Particulate matter in the
samples was allowed to settle and approximately 10 ml was decanted from the top of
each container. Absorbance scans were conducted on each sample (200-800 nm, 1nm
step size, 1 cm path length), in a Varian Carey 1E UV-Vis Spectrophotometer.
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Field sites were chosen to be upstream of the Barmah-Millewa forest, within the
forest, and then downstream on both the Murray and Edward rivers.
Results

The data from the blackwater event in February 2005 is the most comprehensive for
an event of this kind in the Barmah-Millewa forest and has been used for model
verification and to direct some fine tuning of the model. Absorbance data was used to
calibrate the DOC/Absorbance relationship and is not shown here. The hydrograph
data for the flood is shown in Figure 3 (courtesy of the Murray-Darling Basin
Commission). This flood has been modelled using two flow regimes: a pooled flood,
and 1% daily water exchange/dilution. The input parameters for these simulations
can be found in Table 3. For each of the simulations of the 2005 flood, the model
produces an identical hydrograph and temperature curve, and these are illustrated in
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In addition, the model generates numerical output for
various flood parameters, which are also identical for each simulation and can be
found in Table 4.

The key parameters defining a blackwater event are dissolved organic carbon and
dissolved oxygen. The dissolved oxygen concentration is, in part, dependent on the
concentration of dissolved organic carbon (DOC). The DOC results for the 2005
flood are illustrated in Figure 6. The results of the modelling calculations over the
same period can be found in Figure 7.

The measured concentrations of dissolved oxygen on the floodplain and downstream
of the forest during the 2005 blackwater event are shown in Figure 8 and the modelled
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oxygen concentrations for the floodplain over the duration of the flood are shown in
Figure 9. The downstream modelling of oxygen was based on water being released
into both the Murray and Edward rivers from the 10th of February onwards, with
forest water making up 60% of the water in the Edward River and 10% of the flow in
the Murray. The flow velocity was modelled as 1 m/s. In the flowing system this
resulted in a minimum predicted oxygen concentration of 6.1 mg/L in the Edward
River and 8.2 in the River Murray. In the pooled simulation, the downstream
modelling produced steadily declining minimum oxygen concentrations (where the
minimum was located at the point of mixing with the river). In the Edward River the
decline was from 7.5 to 3.5 mg O2/L, while in the Murray the decline was from 8.6 to
7.7 mg O2/L.

While the 2005 blackwater event is the one for which the most comprehensive dataset
is available, the flood was quite short and had a very simple hydrograph. This was
not representative of the long winter-spring floods that are more characteristic of the
natural flood pattern of the forest. Some limited data is also available for a larger
flood which caused the blackwater event in the summer of 2000; and the modelling of
this flood is also included for comparison. The flood parameters and floodplain
characteristics for this flood can be found in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The
hydrograph for the 2000 flood is considerably more complex than for the 2005 flood
(Figures 10 and 11). Figures 12-14 indicate the modelled output for temperature,
dissolved organic carbon and dissolved oxygen for a flood with 1% daily water
exchange/dilution. Figure 15 shows the dissolved oxygen measurements made by the
NSW Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources (DIPNR) during
this flood.
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Discussion

Model Calibration
Hydrograph:
Comparison of the hydrograph for the River Murray downstream of Yarrawonga in
Figure 3a and the modelled hydrograph in Figure 4, and again in Figure 10a and
Figure 11 indicates that the simple method for users to approximate the shape of the
hydrograph generates appropriate output for both single- and double-peaked floods.
The option of modelling a pooled flood was included in the model as a result of
interest amongst natural resource managers in using environmental water allocations
to create artificial floods of forest systems by pumping water behind levees and
holding it there for extended peroids (long floods being desirable for tree health and
bird breeding). We showed that pooled flooding of lowland river forests, while
allowing for minimum water use also creates an environment where blackwater
events are extremely likely and flooding in the summer months reduces the amount of
time taken for floodwaters to become anoxic.

DOC
The effect of increasing levels of water exchange between the river and the floodplain
on the floodplain water quality can be seen in Figure 7. The model predicts a slightly
higher peak DOC concentration in the case of the flowing flood. This is a result of
water volume decreasing early in the leaching process, causing a brief concentration
effect, but then the organic matter load decreases rapidly as DOC is exported from the
floodplain and the (albeit low) dilution effect becomes important. In the pooled flood
the organic carbon level remains high throughout the flood, only decreasing slowly
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through microbial degradation. A comparison between the actual DOC measurements
in (Figure 6) and the modelled results indicates that the response of the floodplain
does not precisely match either scenario. The DOC monitoring for this flood did not
commence until February 16, and so there is no data to verify the initial shape of the
DOC vs time curve. The DOC concentration at the Barmah Lake site matches well
with the modelled output for the pooled flood, and it is this site which was most likely
to have received floodwaters that approximated this type of flood (the water here
having passed through flood runners and into the lake with little opportunity for
mixing with water from the channel before this point). The other sites appear to be
somewhat intermediate between the concentrations predicted for the pooled flood and
the flowing flood. It is noteworthy that the results for the Towrong Creek site (a flood
runner in the Millewa Forest) are already declining by this stage in the flood, while
the Edward River site has a higher DOC concentration (possibly reflecting the DOC
that had passed through the Millewa forest in the week before sampling was begun).
The site at Picnic Point was not significantly different to the upstream site at
Tocumwal, indicating that the water in the main river channel passing through the
forest was relatively unaffected by the blackwater event, until forest water was mixed
with it (either in the Edward River or in the Murray between the sampling site on the
Barmah Lake and the Barmah township).

The results of the modelling of the larger blackwater event in 2000 fit reasonably well
with observation, but there is a much less comprehensive dataset to test the model
against in this case. In the case of dissolved organic carbon, data from DIPNR
indicates that in the rivers downstream of the forest, the DOC concentration steadily
declined from around 8mgC/L in early December to approximately 4.5 mgC/L in
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early Januray 2001. Other measurements (Ben Gawne, MDFRC, unpublished data)
indicate that the DOC at the beginning of November was in the order of 4.5 mg C/L in
the River channel within the forest, 7.5 mg C/L on the floodplain and 7 mg C/L
downstream, while in early December, the DOC in the river channel was around 1.3
mg C/L, on the floodplain the average was 4.1 (but measurements up to 11 were
recorded), and downstream the DOC averaged 10 mgC/L (but with a range of 1-18).
Comparison with the output of the model suggests that more of the dissolved carbon
from the first peak remained on the floodplain than the model suggests, or that the
drying and re-wetting of the litter released additional carbon that would not have been
available for leaching without the drying phase. However, as the observations
indicate, the floodplain DOC was highly variable, and the average measurements are
within a reasonable fit to the model output.

Dissolved Oxygen
The difference between the pooled flood and the flowing flood is more pronounced
for the modelled oxygen results (Figure 9). A pooled summer flood rapidly results in
extremely low oxygen levels, whereas the model for the flowing flood certainly
generates reduced oxygen levels, but with much less severity and duration. Again, the
single sample at the Barmah Lake most closely resembles the scenario in the pooled
model, but the other floodplain site (Towrong Creek) is intermediate between the
pooled and the flowing flood scenarios. The intermediate nature of much of the
floodplain is to be expected, given the model assumes a well mixed system, and in
reality, parts of the floodplain are likely to behave as a flowing system, while other
areas will have very little mixing. Measured dissolved oxygen at some wetland sites
within the forest decreased to near-zero towards the end of February, but other sites
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within the forest already had very low dissolved oxygen prior to the flood, and in
some cases the pulse of additional water caused an increase in dissolved oxygen (pers,
comm., Alison King, Arthur Rylah Institute, Melbourne). Fish kills were not
associated with this blackwater event, most likely due to a combination of its short
duration and the areas of reasonable water quality providing refuges for the fish. As a
management tool, the model is generating a useful indication of the likelihood of a
blackwater event, and gives some indication of the expected severity, despite the
known simplifications in the modelled scenarios.

The downstream modelling results were also intermediate between the pooled and the
flowing flood, but were generally a much closer match for the pooled flood, with the
exception that the improvement in water quality towards the end of the flood was not
taken into account in the model. This is most likely an effect of assuming the
floodwater input is a constant proportion of the downstream flow, when in reality, the
proportion of water from the floodplain declines towards the end of the flood period.
A more complex relationship between forest water and channel water in the rivers
downstream may be required in future versions of this model, but will require data
from additional events for verification. The modelled dissolved oxygen results for the
2000 blackwater event are within reasonable agreement to the measured results,
although the model somewhat overestimates the improvement in water quality
resulting from the second peak.

Preliminary sensitivity testing (data not shown) indicates the oxygen calculations are
very sensitive to the value of the reaeration coefficient kR, and the estimated rate of
primary production. Unfortunately, there are no measured values available for these
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values on the floodplain during flooding, and river estimates tend to give
overestimates due to factors such as increased water movement, decreased thermal
stratification and less shading by the tree canopy. While this model is designed to
assist with flood management decision processes, a key feature of this work has been
to highlight the areas where substantially more research needs to be undertaken to
allow us to make informed decisions regarding flood management and downstream
impacts of reduced water quality. Key elements requiring further research include
measurements of photosynthetic oxygen production on the floodplain, reaeration rates
on the floodplain, the speed with which sediment oxygen demand switches from a
flooded soil rate to an anoxic sediment rate, rates of DOC leaching from live and dead
understorey plants after flooding and the rate of degradation of twigs and bark when
lying on the unflooded forest floor.

Management Outcomes
Scenarios: Floods and blackwater are natural phenomenon. Floods allow the
movement of material, particularly carbon both to and from the floodplain – indeed C
export from the floodplain is believed to be important for the functioning of lowland
Rivers (Junk et al. 1989). However, river regulation has changed both the magnitude
and timing of floods in the River Murray - with a loss of many small and large floods
and a shift from flooding late winter/early spring to late spring/early summer. A
number of scenarios have been tested using the model to explore the resource
management and ecological implications from changing the flooding regimes.

The timing of the floods has a large influence on whether or not water on the
floodplain and the downstream becomes anoxic. Simulations suggest that floods
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occurring in the austral summer (December- February) have a greater tendency to
produce anoxia. Although later floods have a slightly elevated DOC (because the
heaviest leaf-litter fall occurs during the summer months), the principle driver of the
increased propensity towards anoxia is temperature. Higher temperatures result in
increased rates of microbial respiration and sediment oxygen consumption combined
with a lower initial saturated dissolved oxygen concentration.

Although pooled floods use substantially less water than flowing floods, simulations
indicate they are also more likely to produce anoxia. If this pooled water is released
back into the river as a single pulse the downstream dissolved oxygen can reach levels
that are detrimental to aquatic organisms (particularly fish). Therefore, if pooled
floods are used and the water released back to the river, dilution flows need to be
available to minimise downstream impacts.

Management outcomes arising from the model include the indication that the
downstream effects on oxygen concentration can be moderated by gradually releasing
the floodwaters at the end of the managed flood so that mixing with the cleaner river
water dilutes the organic carbon and low oxygen water. The results of downstream
oxygen modelling (data not shown) suggest that under most circumstances the point
in the river with the minimum oxygen concentration will be the point of mixing
between the river water and the floodwater. This is a result of the reaeration rate
being substantially higher in the river than on the floodplain, the low oxygen water
being mixed with river water with higher oxygen levels, and the most bioavailable
organic matter having already been degraded on the floodplain.
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It is important to consider what is being attempted with managed floods. If watering
of the River Red Gum forest is the only requirement, then short-term blackwater
events are unlikely to be detrimental, and the pulse of carbon entering the river is
likely to be beneficial for aquatic organisms down river. If bird and fish breeding in
the forest are important outcomes of the flood event, then pooled flooding should be
avoided, as both groups of animals are likely to be affected by the detrimental effects
of anoxia in the water.

Conclusion

This model clearly shows that long-term, very still (pooled) floods in Eucalyptus
camaldulensis forests are very likely to produce blackwater events, characterised
particularly by very low oxygen levels on the floodplain. These effects are most
pronounced during the warmer months of the year. The likelihood of a blackwater
event can be reduced by managing the flood as a flowing event, with a proportion of
the floodwater being exchanged for river water each day.
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Table 1: Variables required from the user for each simulation.
Variable

Units

Required

Peak flow at Tocumwal

ML/day

Always

Flood duration

Days

Always

Number of flood peaks

Always

Flow pattern

-

Always

Date of flood onset

-

Always

Date of previous flood end

-

Always

Size of previous flood

% forest

Always

Live understorey biomass

kg/ha

Always

Dead understorey biomass

kg/ha

Always

% floodwater exchange

%

Only for flowing flood pattern

Date of water release*

-

Only for downstream model

% of river flow from floodplain*

%

Only for downstream model

Flow velocity*

m/s

Only for downstream model

* Two estimates of these variables are required: one each for the River Murray and
the Edward River.
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Table 2: Rate Constants used to calculate litter accumulation on the floodplain
Variable

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Leaf A

0.3687

0.3687

0.996

0.3687

Bark A

0.0369

0.0369

0.0996

0.03687

Leaf kf

0.02939

0.0186

0.0017

0.0186

Leaf ks

0.00047

0.0003

0.000001

0.0003

Bark kf

0.00294

0.0019

0.00017

0.0019

Bark ks

0.00005

0.00003

0.0000001

0.00003

Leaf Acc

9

2

0.6

4

Bark Acc

4.5

1

0.2

0.2

Twig Acc

2

1.5

0.4

1.75
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Table 3 Parameters for flood simulations
Parameter

2005 pooled

2005 1%

2000

Peak Flow (ML/Day)

23800

23800

88000

Duration (days)

21

21

133

Number of Peaks

1

1

2

Pooled or Flowing

Pooled

Flowing

Flowing

Onset

03-Feb-05

03-Feb-05

01-Sep-00

End of Previous

30-Sep-03

30-Sep-03

17-Apr-00

% of previous

43

43

36.7

Live understorey (kg/ha)

50

50

50

Dead understorey

100

100

100

Rise to 50% peak 1

2

2

9

Rise to 75% peak 1

3

3

11

Rise to 100% peak 1

4

4

16

Fall to 75% of peak 1

8

8

21

Fall to 50% of Peak 1

10

10

36

Fall to 40% of peak 1

11

11

42

Rise to midpoint

-

-

52

Rise to 100% peak 2

-

-

61

Fall to 75% of Peak 2

-

-

65

Fall to 50% of Peak 2

-

-

69

Fall to 40% of Peak 2

-

-
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Peak 1 (ML/day)

23800

23800

69000

Peak 2 (ML/day)

-

-

88000

Minima (Ml/day)

-

-

20000

Water Exchange %

-

1

1

(kg/ha)

(or minima)
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Table 4: Model Output for floodplain parameters.
Flood Parameter

2005 Flood

2000 Flood

Flood Area (%)

44

94

Flood Area (ha)

30845

65122

Days since previous flood

492

137

Leaf litter- previously flooded area (kg/ha)

1394

127

Leaf litter- previously unflooded area (kg/ha)

2096

964

Bark litter- previously flooded area (kg/ha)

822

63

Bark litter- previously unflooded area (kg/ha)

1331

591

Twig litter- previously flooded area (kg/ha)

737

104

Twig litter- previously unflooded area (kg/ha)

1226

608
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Figure 1: Map of the Barmah-Millewa Forests, including location within Australia
(inset) (used with permission from DIPNR). Sampling sites are 1) Murray River d/s
Tocumwal; 2) Crossing at Towrong Crk; 3) Murray BM1; 4) Murray BM2; 5) Murray
at Picnic Point; 6) Gulpa Crk; 7) Edward River at Four Posts; 8) Edward River at
Deniliquin; 9) Edward River at Stevens Weir; 10) Murray at Barmah Lake; 11)
Broken Crk at Cemetery Bridge; 12) Murray at Barmah and 13) Murray at Moama.
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Figure 2: Temperature data for the River Murray at Barmah (black circles), and the
regression line used to model temperature. Temperature data from the 2005 flood
(open triangles) and in floodrunners of the forest (grey squares) (Souter, 1996) are
included for comparison.
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Figure 3: Hydrographs for a) the River Murray between Yarrawonga and Barmah and
Edwards River and b) the River Murray downstream of Barmah (data for the River at
Barmah is included in both for ease of comparison) during the 2005 blackwater event
(Figures courtesy of Murray-Darling Basin Commission).
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Figure 4. Model output illustrating the calculated hydrograph for the 2005 flood.
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Figure 5. Model output illustrating the calculated temperature during the 2005 flood.
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Figure 6. Dissolved organic carbon concentrations associated with the 2005
blackwater event.
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Figure 7. Modelled dissolved organic carbon on the floodplain for a) a pooled flood
and b) 1% water exchange.
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Figure 8. Dissolved oxygen concentrations associated with the 2005 blackwater
event. In a) the Tocumwal site is upstream of the forest, Towrong Creek and Gulpa
Creek are creeks within the Millewa group of forests, and the remaining three sites are
within the channel of the Murray. In b) all four sites are on the Edward River, and in
c) the sample at Barmah Lake indicates water returning from the floodplain, and
Broken Creek indicates water from an independent blackwater even entering the
Murray upstream of Barmah.
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Figure 9. Modelled dissolved oxygen on the floodplain for a) pooled flooding and b)
an exchange rate of 1% per day.
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Figure 10. Hydrographs for the 2000 flood event showing a) the River Murray
upstream of Barmah and the Edward River, and b) the River Murray downstream of
Barmah. (Figures courtesy of MDBC)
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Figure 11. Modelled hydrograph for the flood in the Barmah-Millewa forest in 2000.
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Figure 12. Modelled temperature for the 2000 flood.
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Figure 13. Modelled DOC for the 2000 flood.
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Figure 14. Modelled dissolved oxygen for the 2000 flood.
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Figure 15. Measured dissolved oxygen during the 2000 flood (data courtesy of
DIPNR).
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Section 5 – Model Code

© MDFRC
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This section includes the code for the model. This code is broken into a number of
sub-modules. The program begins with an autorun instruction that directs the
splashscreen image to open. After three seconds this diverts to a subroutine that
removes the splashscreen and diverts the program to the main module. Once within
the module the code runs in the following order:
Main Module
Data Input 1
Main
or
Data Input 2

Data Input 2a
Main
or

Curve fitting

Curvefitting2
Main

Litter Accumulation
Main
Flowingwater

Pooledwater
?
Main

End
?

DownstreamEdward
Main
DownstreamMurray
Main
End
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Splashscreen code (inserted into the This Workbook module)
Option Explicit
' Anything in the Workbook_Open subroutine will happen
' automatically when the file opens.
Private Sub Workbook_Open()
Splashscreen.Show
End Sub
Private Sub UserForm_Activate()
Application.OnTime Now + TimeValue("00:00:03"), "KillTheForm"
End Sub
Private Sub KillTheForm()
Unload Splashscreen
Call Main
End Sub

Main Module
Option Explicit
Option Base 0
' All variables declared at the top of this page.
' Any variable that needs to transfer between modules must be
' declared as Public. Double indicates a type of numeric data.
Dim Username As String
Public TocFlow As Double
Public FloodDuration As Double
Public Freeflow As Boolean
Public Pooling As Boolean
Public peaks As Integer
Public Peakheight1 As Double, peakheight2 As Double, minim As Double
Public TimePrevFlood As Double
Public OnsetDate As Date
Public PreviousFlood As Date
Public SizePrevFlood As Double
Dim newsheet
Public sheetno As Integer
Public calcfloodpercent As Double
Public floodarea As Double
Public LiveUnd As Double, DeadUnd As Double
Public ris50 As Double, ris75 As Double, ris100 As Double
Public fal75 As Double, fal50 As Double, fal20 As Double
Public risemid As Double, risep2 As Double
Public fall75p2 As Double, fall50p2 As Double, fall40p2 As Double
Public Bval() As Double
Public Aval() As Double
Public Cval() As Double
Public Dval() As Double
Public x() As Double, y() As Double
Public q As Double, qa As Double, qb As Double
Public qc As Double, qd As Double
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Public Bcoeff() As Double
Public leaflitter As Double, barklitter As Double
Public shortleaf As Double, longleaf As Double, shortbark As Double, longbark As Double
Public twiglitter As Double, shorttwig As Double, longtwig As Double
Public leafacc As Double, barkacc As Double, twigacc As Double
Public LeafA As Double, BarkA As Double
Public leafk1 As Double, leafk2 As Double
Public barkk1 As Double, barkk2 As Double
Public leafDOC() As Double
Public barkDOC() As Double
Public twigDOC() As Double
Public lgrassDOC() As Double
Public dgrassDOC() As Double
Public DOC As Double, DOCday() As Double
Public oxygen As Double, oxygenday() As Double, tempday() As Double
Public vicregs As Double, nswregs As Double
Public Barinflow As Double, Barover As Double, Millover As Double
Public Barlosses As Double
Public newvolume As Double, totalvolume As Double, prevvolume As Double
Public water As Double
Public MurrayDate1 As Date
Public EdwardDate1 As Date
Public MurrayPercent As Double, EdwardPercent As Double
Public Mv As Double, Ev As Double

Sub Main()
If MsgBox("Do you wish to run the model?", vbYesNo) = vbNo Then
Exit Sub
Else
input_name_box
End If
' repeat is the place the program loops to for multiple simulations
' This means that the username need only be entered once.
Repeat:
' Activates the data input box
Data_Input1.Show
If peaks = 1 Then
Data_Input2.Show
ElseIf peaks = 2 Then
Data_Input2a.Show
End If
' Creates output page
sheetno = Worksheets("Model Notes").Range("fb1").Value
sheetno = sheetno + 1
Worksheets("Model Notes").Range("fb1").Value = sheetno
Worksheets("Model Notes").Range("a1").Value = "Do not delete this sheet"
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Set newsheet = Worksheets.Add
newsheet.Name = "output" & sheetno
ActiveSheet.PageSetup.Orientation = xlLandscape
With ActiveSheet.Range("a1")
.Value = "Barmah-Millewa Blackwater Model"
.Font.Size = 14
.Font.ColorIndex = 23
End With
With Range("a1:a100")
.Font.Italic = True
.ColumnWidth = 46
End With
With Range("b1:b100")
.ColumnWidth = 16
.HorizontalAlignment = xlLeft
End With
Range("a2").Value = "Output prepared for:"
Range("b2").Value = Username
Range("a3").Value = "Date:"
Range("b3").Value = Format(Date, "dd/mm/yyyy")
With Range("a5")
.Font.Bold = True
.Value = "Flood parameters"
End With
Range("a6").Value = "Peak flow at Tocumwal (ML/d):"
Range("b6").Value = TocFlow
Range("a7").Value = "Expected duration (days):"
Range("b7").Value = FloodDuration
Range("a8").Value = "Flow pattern:"
If Freeflow = True Then
Range("b8") = "Flowing"
Else: Range("b8") = "Pooled"
End If
Range("a9").Value = "Date of Flood Onset:"
With Range("b9")
.NumberFormat = "dd-mmm-yy"
.Value = OnsetDate
End With
Range("a10").Value = "Live Understorey Biomass (kg/ha):"
Range("b10").Value = LiveUnd
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Range("a11").Value = "Dead Understorey Biomass (kg/ha):"
Range("b11").Value = DeadUnd
If peaks = 1 Then
Range("a12").Value = "rise to 50% of peak"
Range("a13").Value = "rise to 75% of peak"
Range("a14").Value = "rise to 100% of peak"
Range("a15").Value = "fall to 75% of peak"
Range("a16").Value = "fall to 50% of peak"
Range("a17").Value = "fall to 40% of peak"
Range("b12").Value = ris50
Range("b13").Value = ris75
Range("b14").Value = ris100
Range("b15").Value = fal75
Range("b16").Value = fal50
Range("b17").Value = fal20
With Range("a20")
.Font.Bold = True
.Value = "Previous flood parameters"
End With
Range("a21").Value = "End of previous flood:"
With Range("b21")
.NumberFormat = "dd-mmm-yy"
.Value = PreviousFlood
End With
Range("a22").Value = "Extent of previous flood (%):"
Range("b22").Value = SizePrevFlood
ElseIf peaks = 2 Then
Range("a12").Value = "rise to 50% of peak"
Range("a13").Value = "rise to 75% of peak"
Range("a14").Value = "rise to 100% of peak"
Range("a15").Value = "fall to 75% of peak"
Range("a16").Value = "fall to 50% of peak"
Range("a17").Value = "falls to minima"
Range("b12").Value = ris50
Range("b13").Value = ris75
Range("b14").Value = ris100
Range("b15").Value = fal75
Range("b16").Value = fal50
Range("b17").Value = fal20
Range("a18").Value = "rise to midpoint"
Range("a19").Value = "rise to 100% of peak2"
Range("a20").Value = "fall to 75% of peak2"
Range("a21").Value = "fall to 50% of peak2"
Range("a22").Value = "falls to 40% of peak2"
Range("b18").Value = risemid
Range("b19").Value = risep2
Range("b20").Value = fall75p2
Range("b21").Value = fall50p2
Range("b22").Value = fall40p2
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With Range("a24")
.Font.Bold = True
.Value = "Previous flood parameters"
End With
Range("a25").Value = "End of previous flood:"
With Range("b25")
.NumberFormat = "dd-mmm-yy"
.Value = PreviousFlood
End With
Range("a26").Value = "Extent of previous flood (%):"
Range("b26").Value = SizePrevFlood
End If

' to calculate the flooded area (assumes regulators open):
' based on Bren, L. J., I. C. O'Neill, and N. L. Gibbs. 1987.
' Flooding in the Barmah Forest and its relation to flow in the Murray-Edward
' River system. Aust. For. Res. 17:127-144.
If TocFlow < 68500 Then
calcfloodpercent = -435.4 + 47.6 * Log(TocFlow)
Else: calcfloodpercent = 93.5
End If
' Area of both forests = 69649 ha (Maunsell 1992)
floodarea = 69649 * calcfloodpercent / 100
With Range("d1:d100")
.Font.Italic = True
.ColumnWidth = 30
End With
With Range("e1:e100")
.ColumnWidth = 16
.HorizontalAlignment = xlLeft
.NumberFormat = "0"
End With
Range("d6").Value = "Estimated flooded area (%):"
Range("e6").Value = calcfloodpercent
Range("d7").Value = "Estimated flooded area (ha):"
Range("e7").Value = floodarea
TimePrevFlood = OnsetDate - PreviousFlood
Range("d8").Value = "Days since previous flood:"
Range("e8").Value = TimePrevFlood
If peaks = 1 Then
Call Curvefitting
ElseIf peaks = 2 Then
Call Curvefitting2
End If
Worksheets("model notes").Select
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Worksheets("output" & sheetno).Select
Call litteraccumulation
Range("d10").Value = "Accumulated leaf litter (kg/ha):"
Range("d11").Value = "Previously flooded area:"
Range("e11").Value = shortleaf
Range("d12").Value = "Previously unflooded area:"
Range("e12").Value = longleaf
Range("d14").Value = "Accumulated bark litter (kg/ha):"
Range("d15").Value = "Previously flooded area:"
Range("e15").Value = shortbark
Range("d16").Value = "Previously unflooded area:"
Range("e16").Value = longbark
Range("d18").Value = "Accumulated twig litter (kg/ha):"
Range("d19").Value = "Previously flooded area:"
Range("e19").Value = shorttwig
Range("d20").Value = "Previously unflooded area:"
Range("e20").Value = longtwig
' The DOC leaching calculations are designed to estimate the amount
' of organic matter dissolved into the floodwaters over time.
' It is assumed that the initial floodwaters will be exposed to an
' elevated level of litter, due to wind deposition into the flood runners.
' This subroutine also takes into account whether the floodwaters are flowing
' or pooled. Flowing waters, having reached their peak, will be mixed with a
' volume of low DOC, high O2 water each day, but the pooled water will not.
If Freeflow = True Then
Call flowingwater
Else
Call pooledwater
End If

If MsgBox("Do you want to model downstream oxygen?", vbYesNo) = vbYes Then
DataInput3.Show
Call DownstreamEdward
Call DownstreamMurray
End If
''''' set input values back to default at end of simulation
TocFlow = 0
FloodDuration = 0
Freeflow = True
Pooling = False
TimePrevFlood = 0
SizePrevFlood = 0
shortleaf = 0
longleaf = 0
shortbark = 0
longbark = 0
shorttwig = 0
longtwig = 0
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' this code prevents the user having to re-enter their name when running multiple simulations
If MsgBox("Do you want to run another simulation?", vbYesNo) = vbYes Then
GoTo Repeat
Else: MsgBox ("Please use Save As to save your work")
End If
End Sub
' Obtains a username to enable customisation of output data.
Sub input_name_box()
Username = InputBox("Enter Your name:", "Login")
If Username = "" Then
GoTo LoginError
End If
Exit Sub
LoginError:
MsgBox "Login Failure: Output will not be fully customised"
End Sub

Data Input 1
Option Explicit
' Variables are given similar names to textbox names
' variables are declared before the Main subroutine
' each textbox is specifically assigned to a variable
' subroutine directs back to input box if a textbox is empty
Private Sub CommandButton1_Click()
If Peak_Toc_Flow.Value = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Peak_Toc_Flow.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: TocFlow = Peak_Toc_Flow.Value
End If
If Flood_Duration.Value = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Flood_Duration.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: FloodDuration = Flood_Duration.Value
End If
If Onepeak = True Then
peaks = 1
Else: peaks = 2
End If
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If Free_flow = True Then
Freeflow = True
Pooling = False
Else: Pooling = True
Freeflow = False
End If
OnsetDate = Calendar1.Value
PreviousFlood = Calendar2.Value
If Size_prev_flood.Value = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Size_prev_flood.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else
SizePrevFlood = Size_prev_flood.Value
End If
Peak_Toc_Flow.SetFocus
Unload Data_Input1
End Sub

Data Input 2
Option Explicit
' Variables are given similar names to textbox names
' variables are declared before the Main subroutine
' each textbox is specifically assigned to a variable
' subroutine directs back to input box if a textbox is empty

Private Sub CommandButton1_Click()
If Living_understorey = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Living_understorey.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: LiveUnd = Living_understorey.Value
End If
If Dead_Understorey = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Dead_Understorey.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: DeadUnd = Dead_Understorey.Value
End If
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If Rise_50 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Rise_50.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: ris50 = Rise_50.Value
End If
If Rise_75 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Rise_75.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: ris75 = Rise_75.Value
End If
If Rise_100 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Rise_100.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: ris100 = Rise_100.Value
End If
If Fall_75 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Fall_75.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: fal75 = Fall_75.Value
End If
If Fall_50 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Fall_50.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: fal50 = Fall_50.Value
End If
If Fall_20 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Fall_20.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: fal20 = Fall_20.Value
End If
Unload Data_Input2
End Sub

Data Input 2a
Option Explicit
' Variables are given similar names to textbox names
' variables are declared before the Main subroutine
' each textbox is specifically assigned to a variable
' subroutine directs back to input box if a textbox is empty
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Private Sub CommandButton1_Click()
If Living_understorey = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Living_understorey.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: LiveUnd = Living_understorey.Value
End If
If Dead_Understorey = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Dead_Understorey.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: DeadUnd = Dead_Understorey.Value
End If
If Peak_Height1 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Peak_Height1.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: Peakheight1 = Peak_Height1.Value
End If
If Peak_Height2 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Peak_Height2.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: peakheight2 = Peak_Height2.Value
End If
If Minima = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Minima.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: minim = Minima.Value
End If
If Rise_50 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Rise_50.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: ris50 = Rise_50.Value
End If
If Rise_75 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Rise_75.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: ris75 = Rise_75.Value
End If
If Rise_100 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Rise_100.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: ris100 = Rise_100.Value
End If
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If Fall_75 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Fall_75.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: fal75 = Fall_75.Value
End If
If Fall_50 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Fall_50.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: fal50 = Fall_50.Value
End If
If Fall_20 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
Fall_20.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: fal20 = Fall_20.Value
End If
If rise_mid = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
rise_mid.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: risemid = rise_mid.Value
End If
If rise_p2 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
rise_p2.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: risep2 = rise_p2.Value
End If
If fall75_p2 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
fall75_p2.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: fall75p2 = fall75_p2.Value
End If
If fall50_p2 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
fall50_p2.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: fall50p2 = fall50_p2.Value
End If
If fall40_p2 = "" Then
MsgBox "please enter all data"
fall40_p2.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: fall40p2 = fall40_p2.Value
End If
Unload Data_Input2a
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End Sub

Curvefitting
Option Explicit
Option Base 0
Dim Bcoeffinverse As Variant
Dim ByPartA As Double, ByPartB As Double
Dim Atop As Double, Abottom As Double
Dim Ctop As Double, Cbottom As Double, Cend As Double
Dim By(0 To 7) As Variant
Dim n As Integer, m As Integer, i As Integer
Dim ia As Integer, ib As Integer, j As Integer
Dim ja As Integer, o As Integer
Dim cnt As Integer, cnt1 As Integer, cnt2 As Integer, cnt3 As Integer
Dim Bytrans As Variant
Dim Bvaltemp As Variant

Sub Curvefitting()
' This subroutine fits a a set of cubic spline polynomials to the
' hydrograh data. This creates a function that can be used to
' calculate the flood height/area/volume on a given day.
' Each cubic takes the form:
' Y(i)= A(i)*(x-x(i))^3 + B(i)*(x-x(i))^2 + C(i)*(x-x(i)) + D(i)
ReDim Preserve Bval(0 To 7) As Double
ReDim Preserve Aval(0 To 7) As Double
ReDim Preserve Cval(0 To 7) As Double
ReDim Preserve Dval(0 To 7) As Double
ReDim Preserve x(0 To 7) As Double
ReDim Preserve y(0 To 7) As Double
ReDim Preserve Bcoeff(0 To 7, 0 To 7) As Double
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
x(0) = 0
x(1) = ris50
x(2) = ris75
x(3) = ris100
x(4) = fal75
x(5) = fal50
x(6) = fal20
x(7) = FloodDuration

y(0) = 10600
y(1) = TocFlow * 0.5
y(2) = TocFlow * 0.75
y(3) = TocFlow
y(4) = TocFlow * 0.75
y(5) = TocFlow * 0.5
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y(6) = TocFlow * 0.4
y(7) = 10600
' performs the calculations to fill the first 6 rows of the 8x8
' matrix of coefficients for the B values.
For m = 0 To 5
For i = 0 To 7
If i < m Then
Bcoeff(m, i) = 0
ElseIf i = m Then Bcoeff(m, i) = x(m + 1) - x(m)
ElseIf i = m + 1 Then Bcoeff(m, i) = 2 * (x(m + 2) - x(m))
ElseIf i = m + 2 Then Bcoeff(m, i) = x(m + 2) - x(m + 1)
ElseIf i > m + 2 Then Bcoeff(m, i) = 0
End If
Next i
Next m
' Inserts boundary conditions
Bcoeff(6, 0) = 1
For ia = 1 To 7
Bcoeff(6, ia) = 0
Next ia
Bcoeff(7, 7) = 1
For ib = 0 To 6
Bcoeff(7, ib) = 0
Next ib

' performs the calculations to fill the answer matrix
For o = 0 To 5
ByPartA = (y(o + 2) - y(o + 1)) / (x(o + 2) - x(o + 1))
ByPartB = (y(o + 1) - y(o)) / (x(o + 1) - x(o))
By(o) = 3 * (ByPartA - ByPartB)
Next o
By(6) = 0
By(7) = 0
' converts horizontal answer matrix to vertical
Bytrans = Application.WorksheetFunction.Transpose(By)
' calculates the inverse matrix to bcoeff
Bcoeffinverse = Application.WorksheetFunction.MInverse(Bcoeff)
' multiplies the inverse of the Bcoeff matrix by the Bytrans matrix to
' solve for the eight B coefficients in the polynomials
Bvaltemp = Application.WorksheetFunction.MMult(Bcoeffinverse, Bytrans)
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Range("a30:a37").Value = Bvaltemp
Bval(0) = Range("a30").Value
Bval(1) = Range("a31").Value
Bval(2) = Range("a32").Value
Bval(3) = Range("a33").Value
Bval(4) = Range("a34").Value
Bval(5) = Range("a35").Value
Bval(6) = Range("a36").Value
Bval(7) = Range("a37").Value
Range("a30:a37").Value = ""
For j = 0 To 6
Atop = Bval(j + 1) - Bval(j)
Abottom = x(j + 1) - x(j)
Aval(j) = (Atop / Abottom) / 3
Next j
For n = 0 To 6
Ctop = y(n + 1) - y(n)
Cbottom = x(n + 1) - x(n)
Cend = (Bval(n + 1) + 2 * Bval(n)) * (x(n + 1) - x(n))
Cval(n) = (Ctop / Cbottom) - (Cend / 3)
Next n
For ja = 0 To 6
Dval(ja) = y(ja)
Next ja
' to prepare for chart
Range("H1").Select
For cnt = 0 To FloodDuration
ActiveCell.Offset(cnt, 0).Value = cnt
Next cnt
Range("I1").Select
For cnt1 = 0 To FloodDuration
If cnt1 >= 0 And cnt1 < x(1) Then
cnt2 = 0
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(1) And cnt1 < x(2) Then
cnt2 = 1
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(2) And cnt1 < x(3) Then
cnt2 = 2
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(3) And cnt1 < x(4) Then
cnt2 = 3
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(4) And cnt1 < x(5) Then
cnt2 = 4
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(5) And cnt1 < x(6) Then
cnt2 = 5
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(6) Then cnt2 = 6
End If
qa = Aval(cnt2) * (cnt1 - x(cnt2)) ^ 3
qb = Bval(cnt2) * (cnt1 - x(cnt2)) ^ 2
qc = Cval(cnt2) * (cnt1 - x(cnt2))
qd = Dval(cnt2)
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q = qa + qb + qc + qd
If q < 10600 Then q = 10600
ActiveCell.Offset(cnt1, 0).Value = q
Next cnt1
Columns("H:I").Select
Charts.Add
ActiveChart.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
ActiveChart.Location Where:=xlLocationAsObject, Name:="output" & sheetno
With ActiveChart
.SetSourceData Source:=Sheets("output" & sheetno).Range("H1:I" & FloodDuration), PlotBy _
:=xlColumns
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "Hydrograph for Simulation " & sheetno
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = _
"Flood Duration (days)"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "River Flow (ML/d)"
.HasLegend = False
.PlotArea.Interior.ColorIndex = xlNone
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Chart 1").Cut
ActiveSheet.PasteSpecial Format:="Picture (Enhanced Metafile)", Link:=False _
, DisplayAsIcon:=False
Selection.ShapeRange.Left = 10
Selection.ShapeRange.Top = 460
Selection.ShapeRange.Width = 320
ActiveSheet.Range("H1:I" & FloodDuration).ClearContents
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

Curvefitting2
Option Explicit
Option Base 0
Dim Bcoeffinverse As Variant
Dim ByPartA As Double, ByPartB As Double
Dim Atop As Double, Abottom As Double
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Dim Ctop As Double, Cbottom As Double, Cend As Double
Dim By(0 To 12) As Variant
Dim n As Integer, m As Integer, i As Integer
Dim ia As Integer, ib As Integer, j As Integer
Dim ja As Integer, o As Integer
Dim cnt As Integer, cnt1 As Integer, cnt2 As Integer, cnt3 As Integer
Dim Bytrans As Variant
Dim Bvaltemp As Variant

Sub Curvefitting2()
' This subroutine fits a a set of cubic spline polynomials to the
' hydrograh data. This creates a function that can be used to
' calculate the flood height/area/volume on a given day.
' Each cubic takes the form:
' Y(i)= A(i)*(x-x(i))^3 + B(i)*(x-x(i))^2 + C(i)*(x-x(i)) + D(i)
ReDim Preserve Bval(0 To 12) As Double
ReDim Preserve Aval(0 To 12) As Double
ReDim Preserve Cval(0 To 12) As Double
ReDim Preserve Dval(0 To 12) As Double
ReDim Preserve x(0 To 12) As Double
ReDim Preserve y(0 To 12) As Double
ReDim Preserve Bcoeff(0 To 12, 0 To 12) As Double

Application.ScreenUpdating = False
x(0) = 0
x(1) = ris50
x(2) = ris75
x(3) = ris100
x(4) = fal75
x(5) = fal50
x(6) = fal20
x(7) = risemid
x(8) = risep2
x(9) = fall75p2
x(10) = fall50p2
x(11) = fall40p2
x(12) = FloodDuration

y(0) = 10600
y(1) = Peakheight1 * 0.5
y(2) = Peakheight1 * 0.75
y(3) = Peakheight1
y(4) = Peakheight1 * 0.75
y(5) = Peakheight1 * 0.5
y(6) = minim
y(7) = (minim + peakheight2) / 2
y(8) = peakheight2
y(9) = peakheight2 * 0.75
y(10) = peakheight2 * 0.5
y(11) = peakheight2 * 0.4
y(12) = 10600
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' performs the calculations to fill the first 6 rows of the 8x8
' matrix of coefficients for the B values.
For m = 0 To 10
For i = 0 To 12
If i < m Then
Bcoeff(m, i) = 0
ElseIf i = m Then Bcoeff(m, i) = x(m + 1) - x(m)
ElseIf i = m + 1 Then Bcoeff(m, i) = 2 * (x(m + 2) - x(m))
ElseIf i = m + 2 Then Bcoeff(m, i) = x(m + 2) - x(m + 1)
ElseIf i > m + 2 Then Bcoeff(m, i) = 0
End If
Next i
Next m
' Inserts boundary conditions
Bcoeff(11, 0) = 1
For ia = 1 To 12
Bcoeff(12, ia) = 0
Next ia
Bcoeff(12, 12) = 1
For ib = 0 To 11
Bcoeff(12, ib) = 0
Next ib

' performs the calculations to fill the answer matrix
For o = 0 To 10
ByPartA = (y(o + 2) - y(o + 1)) / (x(o + 2) - x(o + 1))
ByPartB = (y(o + 1) - y(o)) / (x(o + 1) - x(o))
By(o) = 3 * (ByPartA - ByPartB)
Next o
By(11) = 0
By(12) = 0
' converts horizontal answer matrix to vertical
Bytrans = Application.WorksheetFunction.Transpose(By)
' calculates the inverse matrix to bcoeff
Bcoeffinverse = Application.WorksheetFunction.MInverse(Bcoeff)
' multiplies the inverse of the Bcoeff matrix by the Bytrans matrix to
' solve for the eight B coefficients in the polynomials
Bvaltemp = Application.WorksheetFunction.MMult(Bcoeffinverse, Bytrans)
Range("a30:a42").Value = Bvaltemp
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Bval(0) = Range("a30").Value
Bval(1) = Range("a31").Value
Bval(2) = Range("a32").Value
Bval(3) = Range("a33").Value
Bval(4) = Range("a34").Value
Bval(5) = Range("a35").Value
Bval(6) = Range("a36").Value
Bval(7) = Range("a37").Value
Bval(8) = Range("a38").Value
Bval(9) = Range("a39").Value
Bval(10) = Range("a40").Value
Bval(11) = Range("a41").Value
Bval(12) = Range("a42").Value
Range("a30:a42").Value = ""
For j = 0 To 11
Atop = Bval(j + 1) - Bval(j)
Abottom = x(j + 1) - x(j)
Aval(j) = (Atop / Abottom) / 3
Next j
For n = 0 To 11
Ctop = y(n + 1) - y(n)
Cbottom = x(n + 1) - x(n)
Cend = (Bval(n + 1) + 2 * Bval(n)) * (x(n + 1) - x(n))
Cval(n) = (Ctop / Cbottom) - (Cend / 3)
Next n
For ja = 0 To 11
Dval(ja) = y(ja)
Next ja
' to prepare for chart
Range("H1").Select
For cnt = 0 To FloodDuration
ActiveCell.Offset(cnt, 0).Value = cnt
Next cnt
Range("I1").Select
For cnt1 = 0 To FloodDuration
If cnt1 >= 0 And cnt1 < x(1) Then
cnt2 = 0
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(1) And cnt1 < x(2) Then
cnt2 = 1
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(2) And cnt1 < x(3) Then
cnt2 = 2
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(3) And cnt1 < x(4) Then
cnt2 = 3
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(4) And cnt1 < x(5) Then
cnt2 = 4
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(5) And cnt1 < x(6) Then
cnt2 = 5
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(6) And cnt1 < x(7) Then
cnt2 = 6
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(7) And cnt1 < x(8) Then
cnt2 = 7
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ElseIf cnt1 >= x(8) And cnt1 < x(9) Then
cnt2 = 8
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(9) And cnt1 < x(10) Then
cnt2 = 9
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(10) And cnt1 < x(11) Then
cnt2 = 10
ElseIf cnt1 >= x(11) Then cnt2 = 11
End If
qa = Aval(cnt2) * (cnt1 - x(cnt2)) ^ 3
qb = Bval(cnt2) * (cnt1 - x(cnt2)) ^ 2
qc = Cval(cnt2) * (cnt1 - x(cnt2))
qd = Dval(cnt2)
q = qa + qb + qc + qd
If q < 10600 Then q = 10600
ActiveCell.Offset(cnt1, 0).Value = q
Next cnt1
Columns("H:I").Select
Charts.Add
ActiveChart.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
ActiveChart.Location Where:=xlLocationAsObject, Name:="output" & sheetno
With ActiveChart
.SetSourceData Source:=Sheets("output" & sheetno).Range("H1:I" & FloodDuration), PlotBy _
:=xlColumns
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "Hydrograph for Simulation " & sheetno
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = _
"Flood Duration (days)"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "River Flow (ML/d)"
.HasLegend = False
.PlotArea.Interior.ColorIndex = xlNone
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Chart 1").Cut
ActiveSheet.PasteSpecial Format:="Picture (Enhanced Metafile)", Link:=False _
, DisplayAsIcon:=False
Selection.ShapeRange.Left = 10
Selection.ShapeRange.Top = 460
Selection.ShapeRange.Width = 320
ActiveSheet.Range("H1:I" & FloodDuration).ClearContents
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
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End Sub

Litteraccumulation
Option Explicit
Option Base 1
Dim startdate As Date, startd As Date
Dim datecnt As Integer, dcnt As Integer
Dim diff As Integer, longdiff As Integer
Dim mnth As Integer, mth As Integer
Dim time1 As Integer, time2 As Integer
Dim n As Integer, m As Integer
Dim lcount As Integer, llcount As Integer
Dim leafadditions1() As Double, leafadditions2() As Double
Dim barkadditions1() As Double, barkadditions2() As Double
Dim twigadditions1() As Double, twigadditions2() As Double
Dim longleafadditions1() As Double, longleafadditions2() As Double
Dim longbarkadditions1() As Double, longbarkadditions2() As Double
Dim longtwigadditions1() As Double, longtwigadditions2() As Double
Sub litteraccumulation()
' This submodule is used to calculate the amount of accumulated litter
' on the floodplain at the onset of flooding.
' Several key assumptions are built into this module:
' All leaf litter is treated as Eucalyptus camaldulensis litter
' Understorey litter mass is estimated by the user
' All bark litter is treated as Eucalyptus camaldulensis litter
' It is assumed that branches and other large woody debris are not
'
important to the model- degradation is slow on the timescales
'
relevant to flooding.
' For the purposes of simplifying the model, it is assumed that there
' is no readily degradable litter remaining on the floodplain after the
' previous flood. For any flooded area that was not inundated during the
' previous flood, one year is added to the litter accumulation period.
' constants for winter and autumn come from thesis by Glazebrook
' constants for spring approximated as similar to autumn
' constants for summer calculated from autumn results, based on rate
' equations on p 132-133 of Fundamentals of Ecological Modelling, 3rd edition
' by S.E. Jorgensen and G. Bendoricchio
' for previously flooded portion
time1 = 0
startdate = PreviousFlood
diff = DateDiff("d", PreviousFlood, OnsetDate)
diff = Int(diff)
For datecnt = 1 To diff
time1 = time1 + 1
mnth = Month(startdate)
If 1 <= mnth And mnth <= 2 Then
LeafA = 0.3687
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BarkA = 0.0369
leafk1 = 0.02939
leafk2 = 0.00047
barkk1 = 0.00294
barkk2 = 0.00005
leafacc = 9
barkacc = 4.5
twigacc = 2
End If
If 3 <= mnth And mnth <= 5 Then
LeafA = 0.3687
BarkA = 0.0369
leafk1 = 0.0186
leafk2 = 0.0003
barkk1 = 0.0019
barkk2 = 0.00003
leafacc = 2
barkacc = 1
twigacc = 1.5
End If
If 6 <= mnth And mnth <= 8 Then
LeafA = 0.996
BarkA = 0.0996
leafk1 = 0.0017
leafk2 = 0.000001
barkk1 = 0.00017
barkk2 = 0.0000001
leafacc = 0.6
barkacc = 0.2
twigacc = 0.4
End If
If 9 <= mnth And mnth <= 11 Then
LeafA = 0.3687
BarkA = 0.03687
leafk1 = 0.0186
leafk2 = 0.0003
barkk1 = 0.0019
barkk2 = 0.00003
leafacc = 4
barkacc = 0.2
twigacc = 1.75
End If
If mnth = 12 Then
LeafA = 0.3687
BarkA = 0.0369
leafk1 = 0.02939
leafk2 = 0.00047
barkk1 = 0.00294
barkk2 = 0.00005
leafacc = 9
barkacc = 4.5
twigacc = 2
End If
ReDim Preserve leafadditions1(time1) As Double
ReDim Preserve leafadditions2(time1) As Double
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ReDim Preserve barkadditions1(time1) As Double
ReDim Preserve barkadditions2(time1) As Double
ReDim Preserve twigadditions1(time1) As Double
ReDim Preserve twigadditions2(time1) As Double
leafadditions1(time1) = leafacc * LeafA
barkadditions1(time1) = barkacc * BarkA
twigadditions1(time1) = twigacc * BarkA
leafadditions2(time1) = leafacc * (1 - LeafA)
barkadditions2(time1) = barkacc * (1 - BarkA)
twigadditions2(time1) = twigacc * (1 - BarkA)
For n = 1 To time1
leafadditions1(n) = leafadditions1(n) * (Exp(-leafk1))
leafadditions2(n) = leafadditions2(n) * (Exp(-leafk2))
barkadditions1(n) = barkadditions1(n) * (Exp(-barkk1))
barkadditions2(n) = barkadditions2(n) * (Exp(-barkk2))
twigadditions1(n) = twigadditions1(n) * (Exp(-barkk1))
twigadditions2(n) = twigadditions2(n) * (Exp(-barkk2))
Next n
startdate = startdate + 1
Next datecnt
For lcount = 1 To time1
shortleaf = shortleaf + leafadditions1(lcount) + leafadditions2(lcount)
shortbark = shortbark + barkadditions1(lcount) + barkadditions2(lcount)
shorttwig = shorttwig + twigadditions1(lcount) + twigadditions2(lcount)
Next lcount
' for previously unflooded portion
time2 = 0
startd = PreviousFlood - 365
longdiff = diff + 365
For dcnt = 1 To longdiff
time2 = time2 + 1
mth = Month(startd)
If 1 <= mth And mth <= 2 Then
LeafA = 0.3687
BarkA = 0.03687
leafk1 = 0.02939
leafk2 = 0.00047
barkk1 = 0.00294
barkk2 = 0.00005
leafacc = 9
barkacc = 4.5
twigacc = 2
End If
If 3 <= mth And mth <= 5 Then
LeafA = 0.3687
BarkA = 0.03687
leafk1 = 0.0186
leafk2 = 0.0003
barkk1 = 0.0019
barkk2 = 0.00003
leafacc = 2
barkacc = 1
twigacc = 1.5
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End If
If 6 <= mth And mth <= 8 Then
LeafA = 0.996
BarkA = 0.0996
leafk1 = 0.0017
leafk2 = 0.000001
barkk1 = 0.00017
barkk2 = 0.0000001
leafacc = 0.6
barkacc = 0.2
twigacc = 0.4
End If
If 9 <= mth And mth <= 11 Then
LeafA = 0.3687
BarkA = 0.03687
leafk1 = 0.0186
leafk2 = 0.0003
barkk1 = 0.0019
barkk2 = 0.00003
leafacc = 4
barkacc = 0.2
twigacc = 1.75
End If
If mth = 12 Then
LeafA = 0.3687
BarkA = 0.03687
leafk1 = 0.02939
leafk2 = 0.00047
barkk1 = 0.00294
barkk2 = 0.00005
leafacc = 9
barkacc = 4.5
twigacc = 2
End If
ReDim Preserve longleafadditions1(time2) As Double
ReDim Preserve longleafadditions2(time2) As Double
ReDim Preserve longbarkadditions1(time2) As Double
ReDim Preserve longbarkadditions2(time2) As Double
ReDim Preserve longtwigadditions1(time2) As Double
ReDim Preserve longtwigadditions2(time2) As Double
longleafadditions1(time2) = leafacc * LeafA
longbarkadditions1(time2) = barkacc * BarkA
longtwigadditions1(time2) = twigacc * BarkA
longleafadditions2(time2) = leafacc * (1 - LeafA)
longbarkadditions2(time2) = barkacc * (1 - BarkA)
longtwigadditions2(time2) = twigacc * (1 - BarkA)
For m = 1 To time2
longleafadditions1(m) = longleafadditions1(m) * (Exp(-leafk1))
longleafadditions2(m) = longleafadditions2(m) * (Exp(-leafk2))
longbarkadditions1(m) = longbarkadditions1(m) * (Exp(-barkk1))
longbarkadditions2(m) = longbarkadditions2(m) * (Exp(-barkk2))
longtwigadditions1(m) = longtwigadditions1(m) * (Exp(-barkk1))
longtwigadditions2(m) = longtwigadditions2(m) * (Exp(-barkk2))
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Next m
startd = startd + 1
Next dcnt
For llcount = 1 To time2
longleaf = longleaf + longleafadditions1(llcount) + longleafadditions2(llcount)
longbark = longbark + longbarkadditions1(llcount) + longbarkadditions2(llcount)
longtwig = longtwig + longtwigadditions1(llcount) + longtwigadditions2(llcount)
Next llcount

End Sub

Flowing Water
Option Explicit
Option Base 1
Dim floodtime As Integer
Dim startdate As Date
Dim timer As Integer, mnth As Integer
Dim floodday As Integer
Dim temperature As Double
Dim temp4 As Double, temp3 As Double, temp2 As Double, temp1 As Double
Dim fcount
Dim floodwaterday As Double, cumfloodwater As Double, prevfloodwater As Double
Dim newarea As Double, totalarea As Double, prevarea As Double
Dim newvolume As Double, totalvolume As Double, prevvolume As Double
Dim water As Double
Dim wetleaf() As Double, wetbark() As Double, wettwig() As Double
Dim wetlivegrass() As Double, wetdeadgrass() As Double
Dim sigma As Double, fday As Integer
Dim soilo2 As Double, DOCo2 As Double, reaeration As Double, pp As Double
Dim saturatedo2 As Double, prevo2 As Double, production As Double
Dim DOCremoved As Double, consumedDOC As Double, o2removed
Dim dilutionfactor As Double
Dim prevsoilo2 As Double
Sub flowingwater()
dilutionfactor = 0.01 * InputBox("% daily water exchange in flowing system", "Flowing System", 5)
Range("d22").Value = "Water exchange (%):"
Range("e22").Value = dilutionfactor * 100
Range("e22").Select
Selection.NumberFormat = "0.00"
floodtime = 0
startdate = OnsetDate
prevfloodwater = 0
prevarea = 0
prevvolume = 0
water = 0
DOCremoved = 0
o2removed = 0
pp = 0.43
For timer = 1 To FloodDuration
floodtime = floodtime + 1
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mnth = Month(startdate)
floodday = DatePart("y", startdate)
floodday = Int(floodday)
temp4 = 361.8 + 1.178
temp3 = 2 * 3.14159265359 * floodday
temp2 = Sin(temp3 / temp4)
temp1 = 17.2388
temperature = temp1 + 7.8574 * temp2
ReDim Preserve tempday(timer) As Double
tempday(timer) = temperature
Select Case peaks
Case 1
If floodtime >= 0 And floodtime < x(1) Then
fcount = 0
ElseIf floodtime >= x(1) And floodtime < x(2) Then
fcount = 1
ElseIf floodtime >= x(2) And floodtime < x(3) Then
fcount = 2
ElseIf floodtime >= x(3) And floodtime < x(4) Then
fcount = 3
ElseIf floodtime >= x(4) And floodtime < x(5) Then
fcount = 4
ElseIf floodtime >= x(5) And floodtime < x(6) Then
fcount = 5
ElseIf floodtime >= x(6) Then fcount = 6
End If
Case 2
If floodtime >= 0 And floodtime < x(1) Then
fcount = 0
ElseIf floodtime >= x(1) And floodtime < x(2) Then
fcount = 1
ElseIf floodtime >= x(2) And floodtime < x(3) Then
fcount = 2
ElseIf floodtime >= x(3) And floodtime < x(4) Then
fcount = 3
ElseIf floodtime >= x(4) And floodtime < x(5) Then
fcount = 4
ElseIf floodtime >= x(5) And floodtime < x(6) Then
fcount = 5
ElseIf floodtime >= x(6) And floodtime < x(7) Then
fcount = 6
ElseIf floodtime >= x(7) And floodtime < x(8) Then
fcount = 7
ElseIf floodtime >= x(8) And floodtime < x(9) Then
fcount = 8
ElseIf floodtime >= x(9) And floodtime < x(10) Then
fcount = 9
ElseIf floodtime >= x(10) And floodtime < x(11) Then
fcount = 10
ElseIf floodtime >= x(11) Then fcount = 11
End If
End Select
' floodwaterday gives river flow on the day in question
' water gives flow into the forests on the day in question
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' cumfloodwater gives total water in the forest
floodwaterday = (Aval(fcount) * (floodtime - x(fcount)) ^ 3) + _
(Bval(fcount) * (floodtime - x(fcount)) ^ 2) _
+ (Cval(fcount) * (floodtime - x(fcount))) + (Dval(fcount))
If floodwaterday < 10600 Then floodwaterday = 10600

' floodvolume: area*estimated depth
If 1 <= mnth And mnth <= 2 Then
leafacc = 9
barkacc = 4.5
twigacc = 2
End If
If 3 <= mnth And mnth <= 5 Then
leafacc = 2
barkacc = 1
twigacc = 1.5
End If
If 6 <= mnth And mnth <= 8 Then
leafacc = 0.6
barkacc = 0.2
twigacc = 0.4
End If
If 9 <= mnth And mnth <= 11 Then
leafacc = 4
barkacc = 0.2
twigacc = 1.75
End If
If mnth = 12 Then
leafacc = 9
barkacc = 4.5
twigacc = 2
End If
ReDim Preserve leafDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve barkDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve twigDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wetleaf(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wetbark(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wettwig(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wetlivegrass(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wetdeadgrass(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve lgrassDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve dgrassDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve DOCday(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve oxygenday(timer) As Double
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If floodwaterday < 68500 Then
totalarea = (-435.4 + 47.6 * Log(floodwaterday)) / 100 * 69649
Else: totalarea = 0.935 * 69649
End If
newarea = totalarea - prevarea
' wetlitter calculates litter newly inundated that day
Select Case peaks
Case 1
If totalarea > (SizePrevFlood * 69649 / 100) Then
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * longleaf + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * longbark + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * longtwig + totalarea * twigacc
ElseIf totalarea < (69649 / 10) Then
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * shortleaf * 1.3 + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * shortbark * 1.3 + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * shorttwig * 1.3 + totalarea * twigacc
Else:
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * shortleaf + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * shortbark + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * shorttwig + totalarea * twigacc
End If
wetlivegrass(timer) = newarea * LiveUnd
wetdeadgrass(timer) = newarea * DeadUnd
Case 2
Select Case floodtime
Case Is < x(6)
If totalarea > (SizePrevFlood * 69649 / 100) Then
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * longleaf + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * longbark + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * longtwig + totalarea * twigacc
ElseIf totalarea < (69649 / 10) Then
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * shortleaf * 1.3 + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * shortbark * 1.3 + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * shorttwig * 1.3 + totalarea * twigacc
Else:
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * shortleaf + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * shortbark + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * shorttwig + totalarea * twigacc
End If
wetlivegrass(timer) = newarea * LiveUnd
wetdeadgrass(timer) = newarea * DeadUnd
Case Is >= x(6)
wetleaf(timer) = totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = totalarea * twigacc
wetlivegrass(timer) = 0
wetdeadgrass(timer) = 0
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End Select
End Select
If newarea <= 0 Then
wetleaf(timer) = totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = totalarea * twigacc
wetlivegrass(timer) = 0
wetdeadgrass(timer) = 0
End If
' approximation of volume:
cumfloodwater = totalarea * 6
'10000*0.6*1000/1000000=6 (ha to sq m times depth to litres, to Ml)
' to calculate leached DOC in mg for the day
sigma = 1.05 ^ (temperature - 20)
DOC = 0
For fday = 1 To timer
' converts kg to g, multiplies by max mg DOC per g, decays- k in sec
' multiplyer brings to days)
leafDOC(fday) = wetleaf(fday) * 1000 * 65 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.00001 * sigma * timer * 86400))
barkDOC(fday) = wetbark(fday) * 1000 * 10 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.000002 * sigma * timer * 86400))
twigDOC(fday) = wettwig(fday) * 1000 * 10 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.0000009 * sigma * timer * 86400))
' grasses: young, huryn and townsend (1994), use rates given for live,
' assume 10% of lost mass is DOC,
' use high rates for living, low rates for dead, and halve expected doc for dead.
lgrassDOC(fday) = wetlivegrass(fday) * 1000 * 80 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.005 * sigma * timer))
dgrassDOC(fday) = wetdeadgrass(fday) * 1000 * 40 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.002 * sigma * timer))
DOC = DOC + leafDOC(fday) + barkDOC(fday) + twigDOC(fday) _
+ lgrassDOC(fday) + dgrassDOC(fday)
Next fday
DOC = DOC - DOCremoved
consumedDOC = 0.01 * DOC * 1.05 ^ (temperature - 20)
If totalarea < prevarea Then
DOCremoved = DOCremoved + consumedDOC + dilutionfactor * DOC _
+ (-newarea * 6000000 * DOCday(timer - 1))
o2removed = dilutionfactor * prevo2 + (-newarea / prevarea) * prevo2
Else
DOCremoved = DOCremoved + consumedDOC + dilutionfactor * DOC
o2removed = dilutionfactor * prevo2
End If
' to get doc in mg/l:
DOC = DOC / (cumfloodwater * 1000000)
' DOCday() holds the calculated DOC in mg/L for each day
DOCday(timer) = DOC
' calculates soil oxygen demand (mg o2/day)
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If timer < 42 Then
soilo2 = 148162 * (1 - Exp(-0.093 * sigma * timer)) * totalarea
ElseIf prevsoilo2 < 148000 * totalarea Then
soilo2 = 148162 * (1 - Exp(-0.093 * sigma * timer)) * totalarea
Else: soilo2 = (148162 + 9984000 * (1 - Exp(-0.01664 * sigma * timer))) * totalarea
End If
prevsoilo2 = soilo2
' oxygen consumed (mg) in respiration of DOC=mole of DOCconsumed * mol wt of o2
DOCo2 = consumedDOC / 12.01 * 32
'
saturatedo2 = 13.41 * Exp(-0.01905 * temperature)
If timer = 1 Then
prevo2 = 0
End If
reaeration = 0.1 * (saturatedo2 - (prevo2 / (cumfloodwater * 1000000)))
If 0 <= DOC And DOC <= 3 Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000
ElseIf 3 < DOC And DOC <= 5 Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000 * 0.75
ElseIf 5 < DOC And DOC <= 8 Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000 * 0.5
ElseIf 8 < DOC And DOC <= 20 Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000 * 0.25
ElseIf 20 < DOC Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000 * 0.1
End If
' total oxygen (in mg)
If cumfloodwater > prevfloodwater Then
oxygen = prevo2 - o2removed + production _
+ reaeration * (cumfloodwater * 1000000) * (1 - dilutionfactor) _
- (soilo2 + DOCo2) + (cumfloodwater - prevfloodwater + cumfloodwater * dilutionfactor) _
* saturatedo2 * 1000000
Else
oxygen = prevo2 - o2removed + production _
+ reaeration * (cumfloodwater * 1000000) * (1 - dilutionfactor) _
- (soilo2 + DOCo2) + (cumfloodwater * dilutionfactor) * saturatedo2 * 1000000
End If
If oxygen < 0 Then
oxygen = 0
End If
prevo2 = oxygen
oxygen = oxygen / (cumfloodwater * 1000000)
oxygenday(timer) = oxygen
Range("H1").Select
ActiveCell.Offset((timer - 1), 0) = startdate
ActiveCell.Offset((timer - 1), 1) = temperature
ActiveCell.Offset((timer - 1), 2) = DOC
ActiveCell.Offset((timer - 1), 3) = oxygen
prevarea = totalarea
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prevfloodwater = cumfloodwater
startdate = startdate + 1
Next timer
Columns("H:I").Select
Columns("H").NumberFormat = "dd/mm/yy"
Charts.Add
ActiveChart.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
ActiveChart.SetSourceData Source:=Sheets("output" & sheetno).Range("H1:I" & FloodDuration), _
PlotBy:=xlColumns
ActiveChart.Location Where:=xlLocationAsObject, Name:="output" & sheetno
With ActiveChart
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "Water Temperature"
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Date"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Temperature (oC)"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlValue).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
ActiveChart.HasLegend = False
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select
With Selection.Border
.ColorIndex = 16
.Weight = xlThin
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
End With
Selection.Interior.ColorIndex = xlNone
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Chart 3").Cut
ActiveSheet.PasteSpecial Format:="Picture (Enhanced Metafile)", Link:=False _
, DisplayAsIcon:=False
Selection.ShapeRange.Left = 350
Selection.ShapeRange.Top = 460
Selection.ShapeRange.Width = 320
Charts.Add
ActiveChart.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
ActiveChart.SetSourceData Source:=Sheets("output" & sheetno).Range("H1:J" & FloodDuration), _
PlotBy:=xlColumns
ActiveChart.Location Where:=xlLocationAsObject, Name:="output" & sheetno
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Delete
With ActiveChart
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.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "Dissolved Organic Matter"
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Date"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "DOC (mg C/l)"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlValue).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
ActiveChart.HasLegend = False
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select
With Selection.Border
.ColorIndex = 16
.Weight = xlThin
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
End With
Selection.Interior.ColorIndex = xlNone
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Chart 5").Cut
ActiveSheet.PasteSpecial Format:="Picture (Enhanced Metafile)", Link:=False _
, DisplayAsIcon:=False
Selection.ShapeRange.Left = 10
Selection.ShapeRange.Top = 700
Selection.ShapeRange.Width = 320
Charts.Add
ActiveChart.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
ActiveChart.SetSourceData Source:=Sheets("output" & sheetno).Range("H1:k" & FloodDuration), _
PlotBy:=xlColumns
ActiveChart.Location Where:=xlLocationAsObject, Name:="output" & sheetno
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Delete
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Delete
With ActiveChart
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "Dissolved Oxygen"
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Date"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "O2 (mg/l)"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlValue).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
End With
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ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Select
With Selection.Border
.ColorIndex = 5
.Weight = xlThin
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
ActiveChart.HasLegend = False
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select
With Selection.Border
.ColorIndex = 16
.Weight = xlThin
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
End With
Selection.Interior.ColorIndex = xlNone
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Chart 7").Cut
ActiveSheet.PasteSpecial Format:="Picture (Enhanced Metafile)", Link:=False _
, DisplayAsIcon:=False
Selection.ShapeRange.Left = 350
Selection.ShapeRange.Top = 700
Selection.ShapeRange.Width = 320
ActiveSheet.Range("H1:K" & FloodDuration + 4).ClearContents
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

Pooled Water
Option Explicit
Option Base 1
Dim floodtime As Integer
Dim startdate As Date
Dim timer As Integer, mnth As Integer
Dim floodday As Integer
Dim temperature As Double
Dim temp4 As Double, temp3 As Double, temp2 As Double, temp1 As Double
Dim fcount
Dim floodwaterday As Double, cumfloodwater As Double, prevfloodwater As Double
Dim newarea As Double, totalarea As Double, prevarea As Double
Dim newvolume As Double, totalvolume As Double, prevvolume As Double
Dim water As Double
Dim wetleaf() As Double, wetbark() As Double, wettwig() As Double
Dim wetlivegrass() As Double, wetdeadgrass() As Double
Dim sigma As Double, fday As Integer
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Dim soilo2 As Double, DOCo2 As Double, reaeration As Double, pp As Double
Dim saturatedo2 As Double, prevo2 As Double, production As Double
Dim DOCremoved As Double, consumedDOC As Double
Dim prevsoilo2 As Double

Sub pooledwater()
floodtime = 0
startdate = OnsetDate
prevfloodwater = 0
prevarea = 0
prevvolume = 0
water = 0
DOCremoved = 0
pp = 0.43
For timer = 1 To FloodDuration
floodtime = floodtime + 1
mnth = Month(startdate)
floodday = DatePart("y", startdate)
floodday = Int(floodday)
temp4 = 361.8 + 1.178
temp3 = 2 * 3.14159265359 * floodday
temp2 = Sin(temp3 / temp4)
temp1 = 17.2388
temperature = temp1 + 7.8574 * temp2
ReDim Preserve tempday(timer) As Double
tempday(timer) = temperature
Select Case peaks
Case 1
If floodtime >= 0 And floodtime < x(1) Then
fcount = 0
ElseIf floodtime >= x(1) And floodtime < x(2) Then
fcount = 1
ElseIf floodtime >= x(2) And floodtime < x(3) Then
fcount = 2
ElseIf floodtime >= x(3) And floodtime < x(4) Then
fcount = 3
ElseIf floodtime >= x(4) And floodtime < x(5) Then
fcount = 4
ElseIf floodtime >= x(5) And floodtime < x(6) Then
fcount = 5
ElseIf floodtime >= x(6) Then fcount = 6
End If
Case 2
If floodtime >= 0 And floodtime < x(1) Then
fcount = 0
ElseIf floodtime >= x(1) And floodtime < x(2) Then
fcount = 1
ElseIf floodtime >= x(2) And floodtime < x(3) Then
fcount = 2
ElseIf floodtime >= x(3) And floodtime < x(4) Then
fcount = 3
ElseIf floodtime >= x(4) And floodtime < x(5) Then
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fcount = 4
ElseIf floodtime >= x(5) And floodtime < x(6) Then
fcount = 5
ElseIf floodtime >= x(6) And floodtime < x(7) Then
fcount = 6
ElseIf floodtime >= x(7) And floodtime < x(8) Then
fcount = 7
ElseIf floodtime >= x(8) And floodtime < x(9) Then
fcount = 8
ElseIf floodtime >= x(9) And floodtime < x(10) Then
fcount = 9
ElseIf floodtime >= x(10) And floodtime < x(11) Then
fcount = 10
ElseIf floodtime >= x(11) Then fcount = 11
End If
End Select

' floodwaterday gives river flow on the day in question
' water gives flow into the forests on the day in question
' cumfloodwater gives total water in the forest
floodwaterday = (Aval(fcount) * (floodtime - x(fcount)) ^ 3) _
+ (Bval(fcount) * (floodtime - x(fcount)) ^ 2) _
+ (Cval(fcount) * (floodtime - x(fcount))) + (Dval(fcount))
If floodwaterday < 10600 Then floodwaterday = 10600

' floodvolume: area*estimated depth
If 1 <= mnth And mnth <= 2 Then
leafacc = 9
barkacc = 4.5
twigacc = 2
End If
If 3 <= mnth And mnth <= 5 Then
leafacc = 2
barkacc = 1
twigacc = 1.5
End If
If 6 <= mnth And mnth <= 8 Then
leafacc = 0.6
barkacc = 0.2
twigacc = 0.4
End If
If 9 <= mnth And mnth <= 11 Then
leafacc = 4
barkacc = 0.2
twigacc = 1.75
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End If
If mnth = 12 Then
leafacc = 9
barkacc = 4.5
twigacc = 2
End If
ReDim Preserve leafDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve barkDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve twigDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wetleaf(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wetbark(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wettwig(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wetlivegrass(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve wetdeadgrass(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve lgrassDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve dgrassDOC(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve DOCday(timer) As Double
ReDim Preserve oxygenday(timer) As Double
If floodwaterday < 68500 Then
totalarea = (-435.4 + 47.6 * Log(floodwaterday)) / 100 * 69649
Else: totalarea = 0.935 * 69649
End If
newarea = totalarea - prevarea
' wetlitter calculates litter newly inundated that day
Select Case peaks
Case 1
If totalarea > (SizePrevFlood * 69649 / 100) Then
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * longleaf + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * longbark + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * longtwig + totalarea * twigacc
ElseIf totalarea < (69649 / 10) Then
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * shortleaf * 1.3 + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * shortbark * 1.3 + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * shorttwig * 1.3 + totalarea * twigacc
Else:
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * shortleaf + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * shortbark + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * shorttwig + totalarea * twigacc
End If
wetlivegrass(timer) = newarea * LiveUnd
wetdeadgrass(timer) = newarea * DeadUnd
If newarea <= 0 Then
wetleaf(timer) = totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = totalarea * twigacc
wetlivegrass(timer) = 0
wetdeadgrass(timer) = 0
totalarea = prevarea
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End If
Case 2
Select Case floodtime
Case Is < x(6)
If totalarea > (SizePrevFlood * 69649 / 100) Then
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * longleaf + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * longbark + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * longtwig + totalarea * twigacc
ElseIf totalarea < (69649 / 10) Then
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * shortleaf * 1.3 + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * shortbark * 1.3 + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * shorttwig * 1.3 + totalarea * twigacc
Else:
wetleaf(timer) = newarea * shortleaf + totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = newarea * shortbark + totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = newarea * shorttwig + totalarea * twigacc
End If
wetlivegrass(timer) = newarea * LiveUnd
wetdeadgrass(timer) = newarea * DeadUnd
If newarea <= 0 Then
wetleaf(timer) = totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = totalarea * twigacc
wetlivegrass(timer) = 0
wetdeadgrass(timer) = 0
End If
Case Is >= x(6)
wetleaf(timer) = totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = totalarea * twigacc
wetlivegrass(timer) = 0
wetdeadgrass(timer) = 0
If newarea <= 0 Then
wetleaf(timer) = totalarea * leafacc
wetbark(timer) = totalarea * barkacc
wettwig(timer) = totalarea * twigacc
wetlivegrass(timer) = 0
wetdeadgrass(timer) = 0
totalarea = prevarea
End If
End Select
End Select
' approximation of volume:
cumfloodwater = totalarea * 6
'10000*0.6*1000/1000000=6 (ha to sq m times depth to litres, to Ml)
' to calculate leached DOC in mg for the day
sigma = 1.05 ^ (temperature - 20)
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DOC = 0
For fday = 1 To timer
' converts kg to g, multiplies by max mg DOC per g, decays- k in sec,
' multiplyer brings to days)
leafDOC(fday) = wetleaf(fday) * 1000 * 65 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.00001 * sigma * timer * 86400))
barkDOC(fday) = wetbark(fday) * 1000 * 10 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.000002 * sigma * timer * 86400))
twigDOC(fday) = wettwig(fday) * 1000 * 10 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.0000009 * sigma * timer * 86400))
' grasses: young, huryn and townsend (1994), use rates given for live,
' assume 10% of lost mass is DOC,
'use high rates for living, low rates for dead, and halve expected doc for dead.
lgrassDOC(fday) = wetlivegrass(fday) * 1000 * 80 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.005 * sigma * timer))
dgrassDOC(fday) = wetdeadgrass(fday) * 1000 * 40 _
* (1 - Exp(-0.002 * sigma * timer))
DOC = DOC + leafDOC(fday) + barkDOC(fday) + twigDOC(fday) _
+ lgrassDOC(fday) + dgrassDOC(fday)
Next fday
DOC = DOC - DOCremoved
consumedDOC = 0.01 * DOC * 1.05 ^ (temperature - 20)
DOCremoved = DOCremoved + consumedDOC
' to get doc in mg/l:
DOC = DOC / (cumfloodwater * 1000000)
' DOCday() holds the calculated DOC in mg/L for each day
DOCday(timer) = DOC
' calculates soil oxygen demand (mg o2/day)
If timer < 42 Then
soilo2 = 148162 * (1 - Exp(-0.093 * sigma * timer)) * totalarea
ElseIf prevsoilo2 < 148000 * totalarea Then
soilo2 = 148162 * (1 - Exp(-0.093 * sigma * timer)) * totalarea
Else: soilo2 = (148162 + 9984000 * (1 - Exp(-0.01664 * sigma * timer))) * totalarea
End If
prevsoilo2 = soilo2
' oxygen consumed (mg) in respiration of DOC=mole of DOCconsumed * mol wt of o2
DOCo2 = consumedDOC / 12.01 * 32
'
saturatedo2 = 13.41 * Exp(-0.01905 * temperature)
If timer = 1 Then
prevo2 = 0
End If
reaeration = 0.01 * sigma * (saturatedo2 - (prevo2 / (cumfloodwater * 1000000)))
If 0 <= DOC And DOC <= 3 Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000
ElseIf 3 < DOC And DOC <= 5 Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000 * 0.75
ElseIf 5 < DOC And DOC <= 8 Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000 * 0.5
ElseIf 8 < DOC And DOC <= 20 Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000 * 0.25
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ElseIf 20 < DOC Then
production = pp * cumfloodwater * 1000000 * 0.1
End If
' total oxygen (in mg)
oxygen = prevo2 + (production) + (reaeration * cumfloodwater * 1000000) _
- (soilo2 + DOCo2) + (cumfloodwater - prevfloodwater) * saturatedo2 * 1000000
If oxygen < 0 Then
oxygen = 0
End If
prevo2 = oxygen
oxygen = oxygen / (cumfloodwater * 1000000)
oxygenday(timer) = oxygen
Range("H1").Select
ActiveCell.Offset((timer - 1), 0) = startdate
ActiveCell.Offset((timer - 1), 1) = temperature
ActiveCell.Offset((timer - 1), 2) = DOC
ActiveCell.Offset((timer - 1), 3) = oxygen
prevarea = totalarea
prevfloodwater = cumfloodwater
startdate = startdate + 1
Next timer
Columns("H:I").Select
Columns("H").NumberFormat = "dd/mm/yy"
Charts.Add
ActiveChart.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
ActiveChart.SetSourceData Source:=Sheets("output" & sheetno).Range("H1:I" & FloodDuration), _
PlotBy:=xlColumns
ActiveChart.Location Where:=xlLocationAsObject, Name:="output" & sheetno
With ActiveChart
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "Water Temperature"
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Date"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Temperature (oC)"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlValue).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
ActiveChart.HasLegend = False
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select
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With Selection.Border
.ColorIndex = 16
.Weight = xlThin
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
End With
Selection.Interior.ColorIndex = xlNone
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Chart 3").Cut
ActiveSheet.PasteSpecial Format:="Picture (Enhanced Metafile)", Link:=False _
, DisplayAsIcon:=False
Selection.ShapeRange.Left = 350
Selection.ShapeRange.Top = 460
Selection.ShapeRange.Width = 320
Charts.Add
ActiveChart.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
ActiveChart.SetSourceData Source:=Sheets("output" & sheetno).Range("H1:J" & FloodDuration), _
PlotBy:=xlColumns
ActiveChart.Location Where:=xlLocationAsObject, Name:="output" & sheetno
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Delete
With ActiveChart
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "Dissolved Organic Matter (assumes no export from floodplain)"
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Date"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "DOC (mg C/l)"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlValue).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
ActiveChart.HasLegend = False
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select
With Selection.Border
.ColorIndex = 16
.Weight = xlThin
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
End With
Selection.Interior.ColorIndex = xlNone
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Chart 5").Cut
ActiveSheet.PasteSpecial Format:="Picture (Enhanced Metafile)", Link:=False _
, DisplayAsIcon:=False
Selection.ShapeRange.Left = 10
Selection.ShapeRange.Top = 700
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Selection.ShapeRange.Width = 320
Charts.Add
ActiveChart.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
ActiveChart.SetSourceData Source:=Sheets("output" & sheetno).Range("H1:k" & FloodDuration), _
PlotBy:=xlColumns
ActiveChart.Location Where:=xlLocationAsObject, Name:="output" & sheetno
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Delete
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Delete
With ActiveChart
.HasTitle = True
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "Dissolved Oxygen"
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Date"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "O2 (mg/l)"
.Axes(xlValue).MinimumScale = 0
.Axes(xlValue).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MinimumScaleIsAuto = True
.Axes(xlCategory).MaximumScaleIsAuto = True
End With
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(1).Select
With Selection.Border
.ColorIndex = 5
.Weight = xlThin
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = False
.HasMinorGridlines = False
End With
ActiveChart.HasLegend = False
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select
With Selection.Border
.ColorIndex = 16
.Weight = xlThin
.LineStyle = xlContinuous
End With
Selection.Interior.ColorIndex = xlNone
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Chart 7").Cut
ActiveSheet.PasteSpecial Format:="Picture (Enhanced Metafile)", Link:=False _
, DisplayAsIcon:=False
Selection.ShapeRange.Left = 350
Selection.ShapeRange.Top = 700
Selection.ShapeRange.Width = 320
ActiveSheet.Range("H1:K" & FloodDuration + 4).ClearContents
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
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End Sub

Data Input 3
Option Explicit
Private Sub Accept_Click()
MurrayDate1 = Mdate1
EdwardDate1 = Edate1

If 0 > Mpercent.Value Or 100 < Mpercent.Value Then
MsgBox "Please enter a value between 0 and 100"
Mpercent.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: MurrayPercent = Mpercent.Value
End If

If 0 > Epercent.Value Or 100 < Epercent.Value Then
MsgBox "Please enter a value between 0 and 100"
Epercent.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: EdwardPercent = Epercent.Value
End If
If Murrayflow.Value = "" Then
MsgBox "Please enter all data"
Murrayflow.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: Mv = Murrayflow.Value
End If
If Edwardflow.Value = "" Then
MsgBox "Please enter all data"
Edwardflow.SetFocus
Exit Sub
Else: Ev = Edwardflow.Value
End If

Unload DataInput3
End Sub

Downstream Edward
Option Explicit
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Option Base 1
Dim D0 As Double
Dim D As Double
Dim saturatedo2 As Double, mixedo2 As Double
Dim tc As Double, t As Double, Ex As Double
Dim ticker As Double, looper As Double
Dim kr As Double, k1 As Double, L0 As Double
Dim tc1 As Double, tctop As Double, tcbottom As Double, tccombined
Dim distanceEd As Double, Ct As Double

Sub DownstreamEdward()
' This subroutine is designed to consider the oxygen downstream
' of the Barmah-Millewa Forest after release of floodwater into the
' Edward River.
' Assumptions associated with this component of the model include:
' The waters in the river will be assumed to be well mixed at the point
' where floodwaters enter the river (i.e. it will be assumed that the
' river water dilutes the DOC and the O2 concentration will be averaged' (proportional to the volumes).
Range("d24").Value = "Downstream Edward (%):"
Range("d25").Value = "Downstream Murray (%):"
Range("d26").Value = "Edward velocity (m/s):"
Range("d27").Value = "Murray velocity (m/s):"
Range("e24").Value = EdwardPercent
Range("e25").Value = MurrayPercent
Range("e26").Value = Ev
Range("e27").Value = Mv

Range("h1").Value = "Edward downstream"
Range("H2").Value = "Date of release"
Range("I2").Value = "Days to minimum"
Range("J2").Value = "Metres to minimum"
Range("K2").Value = "Min mg/L"
ticker = 0
For ticker = 1 To FloodDuration
If ticker < (EdwardDate1 - OnsetDate) Then
Range("h1").Select
ActiveCell.Offset((ticker + 1), 0) = OnsetDate + ticker - 1
ActiveCell.Offset((ticker + 1), 1) = "NA"
ActiveCell.Offset((ticker + 1), 2) = "NA"
ActiveCell.Offset((ticker + 1), 3) = "NA"
GoTo skipper
End If
saturatedo2 = 13.41 * Exp(-0.01905 * tempday(ticker))
mixedo2 = (EdwardPercent / 100 * oxygenday(ticker)) + ((1 - EdwardPercent / 100) * saturatedo2)
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D0 = saturatedo2 - mixedo2

kr = 0.61
k1 = 0.01 * 1.05 ^ (tempday(ticker) - 20)
L0 = (DOCday(ticker) / 12.01 * 32) * EdwardPercent / 100
tc1 = 1 / (kr - k1)
tctop = D0 * (kr - k1)
tcbottom = L0 * k1
tccombined = (kr / k1) * (1 - tctop / tcbottom)
If tccombined < 1 Then
tc = 0
Else
tc = tc1 * Log(tccombined)
End If
'tc has inverse units of k1 and kr. These are in rates per day
distanceEd = Ev * tc * 24 * 60 * 60
' distanceEd has units of metres (m/s* day* minutes/day * sec/min)
D = ((k1 * L0) / (kr - k1)) * (Exp(-k1 * tc) - Exp(-kr * tc)) + D0 * Exp(-kr * tc)
Ct = saturatedo2 - D
Range("h1").Select
ActiveCell.Offset((ticker + 1), 0) = OnsetDate + ticker - 1
ActiveCell.Offset((ticker + 1), 1) = tc
ActiveCell.Offset((ticker + 1), 2) = distanceEd
ActiveCell.Offset((ticker + 1), 3) = Ct
skipper:
Next ticker
End Sub

Downstream Murray
Option Explicit
Option Base 1
Dim D0 As Double
Dim D As Double
Dim saturatedo2 As Double, mixedo2 As Double
Dim tc As Double, t As Double, Ex As Double
Dim looper As Double
Dim kr As Double, k1 As Double, L0 As Double
Dim tc1 As Double, tctop As Double, tcbottom As Double
Dim distanceM As Double, Ct As Double, tccombined As Double

Sub DownstreamMurray()
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' This subroutine is designed to consider the oxygen downstream
' of the Barmah-Millewa Forest after release of floodwater into the
' Murray River.
' Assumptions associated with this component of the model include:
' The waters in the river will be assumed to be well mixed at the point
' where floodwaters enter the river (i.e. it will be assumed that the
' river water dilutes the DOC and the O2 concentration will be averaged' (proportional to the volumes).
Range("m1").Value = "Murray downstream"
Range("m2").Value = "Date of release"
Range("n2").Value = "Days to minimum"
Range("o2").Value = "Metres to minimum"
Range("p2").Value = "Min mg/L"
looper = 0
For looper = 1 To FloodDuration
If looper < (MurrayDate1 - OnsetDate) Then
Range("M1").Select
ActiveCell.Offset((looper + 1), 0) = OnsetDate + looper - 1
ActiveCell.Offset((looper + 1), 1) = "NA"
ActiveCell.Offset((looper + 1), 2) = "NA"
ActiveCell.Offset((looper + 1), 3) = "NA"
GoTo skipper2
End If
saturatedo2 = 13.41 * Exp(-0.01905 * tempday(looper))
mixedo2 = (MurrayPercent / 100 * oxygenday(looper)) + ((1 - MurrayPercent / 100) * saturatedo2)
D0 = saturatedo2 - mixedo2

kr = 0.61
k1 = 0.01 * 1.05 ^ (tempday(looper) - 20)
L0 = (DOCday(looper) / 12.01 * 32) * MurrayPercent / 100
tc1 = 1 / (kr - k1)
tctop = D0 * (kr - k1)
tcbottom = L0 * k1
tccombined = (kr / k1) * (1 - tctop / tcbottom)
If tccombined < 1 Then
tc = 0
Else
tc = tc1 * Log(tccombined)
End If
'tc has inverse units of k1 and kr. These are in rates per day
distanceM = Mv * tc * 24 * 60 * 60
' distanceM has units of metres (m/s* day* minutes/day * sec/min)
D = ((k1 * L0) / (kr - k1)) * (Exp(-k1 * tc) - Exp(-kr * tc)) + D0 * Exp(-kr * tc)
Ct = saturatedo2 - D
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Range("M1").Select
ActiveCell.Offset((looper + 1), 0) = OnsetDate + looper - 1
ActiveCell.Offset((looper + 1), 1) = tc
ActiveCell.Offset((looper + 1), 2) = distanceM
ActiveCell.Offset((looper + 1), 3) = Ct
skipper2:
Next looper
End Sub
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